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Foreword
The Haydon Parish Neighbourhood Plan sets out a vision, set of objectives and range of policies for
the Haydon Parish Neighbourhood Area for the period to 2036. The plan addresses the challenges
and opportunities we face as a community now and in the future, including: sustainability and
climate change; protecting and enhancing our built, historic and natural environment; housing;
our community and its facilities and services; the local economy; and accessibility and transport.
Once approved by the community and adopted by the County Council the Neighbourhood Plan will
become a formal part of planning policy for our Parish. It will be used by planning officers at the
County Council to determine planning applications. For example, anyone wishing to build houses
in the Parish will be expected to accord with the policies within it. It will also help to protect our
heritage and natural assets and help us to address major challenges such as climate change.
However, the Neighbourhood Plan is more than a planning document. It also includes a set of
community actions, that sit alongside the policies and reflect issues identified by local residents
during the consultation work for the plan.
The last Parish Plan in 2008 resulted in some major and tangible achievements, including the
refurbishment and re-opening of The Bridge as a community library and visitor information centre,
and many other community initiatives, such as setting up the luncheon club and refurbishing the
riverside picnic area. The confidence the Parish Council gained from the community consultation
for the last plan provided the direction and mandate for such initiatives, and we hope that the new
Neighbourhood Plan will guide the Parish Council in the future with the same confidence.
On behalf of the Parish Council, I would like to thank the Parish Councillors, volunteers and
planning authority representatives on the Steering Group which has led the development of the
plan. I would also like to thank the Haydon News and its volunteers for distributing the surveys and
for hosting regular updates on the progress of the plan, Community Action Northumberland for
their support, and our planning consultant for her work and guidance in developing the plan with
us. Most of all I would like to thank the residents of Haydon Parish who have attended meetings,
completed surveys and made sure that their views are incorporated in the Plan.
The Parish Council fully endorses the Neighbourhood Plan. It is OUR plan. We hope as many of you
as possible will get involved in turning it into reality.

Esmond Faulks
Chairman, Haydon Parish Council

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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1. Introduction
BACKGROUND TO NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING
1.1

Neighbourhood planning is a right for communities introduced through the Localism Act
2011. Neighbourhood plans are community-led, prepared by parish councils and in areas
without parish councils they are prepared by neighbourhood forums. Plans set out
guidance on how new development will be managed. They do this by creating land use
‘planning policies’. Plans can deal with a wide range of issues like housing, employment,
heritage and transport. In some cases, they may only focus on one or two issues that are of
particular importance in a local area. Policies within neighbourhood plans cannot block
development or support less than already committed in the statutory development plan.
What they can do is shape where that development will go and what it can look like.

1.2

Neighbourhood plans can also cover issues which are not related to the use and
development of land. They can provide a useful document in which a Parish Council can
establish priorities for action to improve their area. These are often referred to as
‘community actions’. However, the main purpose of a neighbourhood plan is to set policies
for the use and development of land.

1.3

Once a neighbourhood plan has been: examined by an independent examiner, agreed at the
referendum stage by the local community and ‘made’ (brought into legal force) by the local
planning authority, it becomes part of the statutory development plan. Planning law
requires that planning applications are determined in accordance with the development
plan, unless material planning considerations indicate otherwise.

PLANNING CONTEXT
1.4

As they are part of the development plan, neighbourhood plans must be prepared in
accordance with legal requirements. The way in which neighbourhood plans are prepared
and the policies they contain are tested by an independent examiner who assesses whether
the plan meets the ‘basic conditions’ to ensure they are legally compliant. Neighbourhood
plans must:
• Have regard to national planning policy and guidance;
• Be in general conformity with the strategic policies of the development plan;
• Contribute to the achievement of sustainable development; and
• Be compatible with legal obligations.

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY AND GUIDANCE
1.5

National planning policy and guidance is set out in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) respectively.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
1.6

Haydon Parish straddles two local planning authority areas, those of Northumberland
County Council (NCC) and Northumberland National Park Authority (NNPA). The
development plan for Northumberland currently consists of the saved policies of the former
local planning authorities that made-up Northumberland before local government
reorganisation in 2009. For Haydon Parish, these are: the Tynedale District Core Strategy
(2007) and the saved policies of the Tynedale District Local Plan (2000). NCC has prepared a
new local plan which will replace the existing saved planning policies. This was submitted for
examination in May 2019 and is currently undergoing public examination. The development
plan for the part of the parish that lies within the national park is the Northumberland
National Park Local Plan, this was adopted in July 2020.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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1.7

The Haydon Parish Neighbourhood Plan (‘the plan’) has been informed by both the adopted
and emerging planning policies and their associated evidence base.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
1.8

The purpose of the planning system is to help achieve sustainable development as defined
by the NPPF. This specifies that the presumption in favour of sustainable development
should be the basis for every plan and every planning decision. In brief, ‘sustainable
development’ is about development which delivers economic, environmental and social
progress for this and future generations. The basic conditions statement, that will
accompany the submission plan, will explain how the implementation of the plan is
expected to contribute to sustainable development.

1.9

Neighbourhood plans must be compatible with legal obligations, specifically strategic
environmental assessment (SEA) regulations and habitats regulations, through an
appropriate assessment (AA). The SEA is a way of ensuring that the environmental
implications of policies are taken into account before plans are brought into force. The AA
process aims to ensure that the plan will not result in significant damage to internationally
important nature conservation sites. NCC provided a screening opinion on whether a SEA
and/ or AA was required for the plan. The conclusion of the screening opinion for the SEA
was that based on the characteristics of the draft neighbourhood plan and the area
characteristics, in the opinion of NCC, the plan is unlikely to have significant effects on the
environment and SEA is therefore not required. This was supported by the statutory
consultation bodies. The HRA screening opinion was that the neighbourhood plan will not
have a likely significant effect on European Sites within 10km of the plan boundary, wither
alone or in combination. Natural England agreed with this conclusion.

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

BACKGROUND TO THE HAYDON PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
1.10

Haydon Parish Council agreed to prepare a neighbourhood plan in June 2018. A steering
group was established with delegated authority to prepare the plan. The first meeting of the
steering group took place in September 2018. The steering group comprises: parish
councillors, representatives from the Haydon Bridge and Haydon Parish Development Trust
and local residents. The work of the steering group is supported by officers from both NCC
and NNPA and an independent planning consultant, funded by a government grant.

1.11

The parish (Figure 1) was designated as a neighbourhood area for the purposes of
neighbourhood planning by NCC on 5 November 2019 and by NNPA on 11 December
2019. Several early engagement activities have taken place:
• April 2019: two drop-in sessions were held to raise awareness of the opportunities
presented by neighbourhood planning and enable the community to identify issues
for the plan;
• February 2020: a follow up drop-in session was held to enable the community to
comment and shape the direction of a number of the plan objectives;
• November 2020: a household survey and a business survey were delivered to all
addresses across the parish to seek feedback on a number of key issues;
• December 2020 – January 2021: engagement via the primary school and local groups
with parents of younger children, as well as cubs and scouts groups; and
• Articles in the monthly community magazine the Haydon News and on the
community Facebook page Haydon Bridge Matters to update the community on the
progress of the plan.

6
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood plan area
Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2019. OS100030994.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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1.12

The early engagement and a significant amount of evidence work, including on design and
housing needs, has informed the preparation of this document, which is the presubmission draft plan. A large amount of work has taken place during the Covid19
pandemic. The steering group has continued to communicate and work together online
and has adapted to using a range of different methods when face to face engagement with
local residents has not been possible.

1.13

This draft plan is the result of the early engagement and evidence work; it identifies:
• The context in which the plan has been prepared – an overview of Haydon Parish, the
opportunities and challenges for the plan to address;
• A positive vision and outcomes for the future of the Haydon Parish;
• How the vision of the plan will be delivered through planning policies i.e., the policies
that will be used to determine planning applications within the plan area - providing a
framework for sustainable development; and
• How the vision of the plan will be delivered through community actions i.e., measures
which are intended to encourage action and influence decisions taken by relevant bodies.

1.14

The period covered by the plan is to 2036. This aligns with the emerging Northumberland
Local Plan. During this period, the neighbourhood plan will be reviewed and updated where
required.

1.15

All of the background information and feedback from the local community that has
informed this pre-submission plan is available online at:
haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED
1.16

This draft plan has been informed by community engagement and evidence work. We need
your input to ensure the plan and policies we have drafted fully reflect the views of local people.

1.17

You can let us know your views on this draft plan and associated policies map in the
following ways:
• Preferably, by using the online form available on our website;
• Downloading a copy of the response form from our website and emailing or posting it
back to us;
• Picking up a paper copy of the response form and dropping the completed form back to
Claire’s Newsagents;
• Sending an email to us at: haydonneighbourhoodplan@hotmail.com; or
• Sending a letter to us at: Haydon Parish Clerk, Haydon Parish Council, Belmont Lodge,
Haydon Bridge, NE47 6HD.

1.18

If you have any questions about the plan, would like to request a printed copy, or would like
to make an appointment to view the documents you can get in touch with us in the
following ways:
• By email to: haydonneighbourhoodplan@hotmail.com; or
• By phone to Peter Fletcher on 07968488521.

1.19

Subject to Covid19 restrictions, the parish council are planning to hold a drop in event on
Saturday 28 August at the Haydon Bridge Community Centre, Ratcliffe Road, between 11am
and 3pm. Hard copies of the plan and supporting documents will be available.

1.20

Comments must be received by noon on Monday 27 September 2021.

NEXT STEPS
1.21

Following the end of the consultation period we will review the responses received and
identify if any changes need to be made to the plan and its evidence base.

1.22

The current timetable for the next stages of the plan making process are:
• Submission of the plan to NCC and NNPA for examination: Winter 2021;
• Consultation on the submission plan: Winter 2021/ Spring 2022;
• Examination of the plan by an independent examiner: Spring 2022;
• Referendum: Spring/ Summer 2022; and
• Neighbourhood plan ‘made’ by NCC and NNPA: Summer/ Autumn 2022

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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2. Background to Haydon Parish
A BRIEF HISTORY OF HAYDON PARISH
2.1

Our parish has a long and varied history. The easy crossing point of the River Tyne in the
middle of the parish would have provided a strong attraction for human settlement in
Haydon Parish for thousands of years. Ancient carved stones at Tony’s Patch, Joicey’s Shaft,
and High Shaw show that human occupation extends back to Neolithic times, over 4000
years ago, when people first began to practice farming. It is likely that this early human
habitation was followed by a continuous period of settlement until the present day.
Evidence of this includes: Bronze Age people burying their dead at West Wharmley and Low
Morralees around 3000 years ago; native settlements during the Roman period; deserted
medieval villages scattered through the parish; bastles and peles built during the period of
border raiding between the 12th and 16th centuries; and, closer to the present time,
considerable evidence of mining and the coming of the railways.

2.2

The History and Directory of Northumberland, Hexham Division, Edited by T F Bulmer was
originally published in 1866. A later edition with a foreword dated 1886 tells us about
Haydon Ecclesiastical Parish “The parish stretches from Stublick to Sewingshields on the
Roman Wall, a distance of about 6½ miles as the crow flies, and from Capon Wood in the
east to Whitechapel in the west, about 4 miles”. At the time this book was published, the
parish was divided into the townships of Brokenheugh, Deanraw, Elrington, Haydon Bridge
North Side, Haydon Bridge South Side, Langley, Lipwood, Moralee and Whinnetley.

2.3

Haydon was originally part of Warden Parish, but it became a parish in its own right in 1879.
The population in the parish has fluctuated. Census data shows the population of Haydon
Parish in 1801 to be 1084. By 1881 it had increased to 2365. In 1886 there were 7 churches or
chapels in the Parish. A grammar school opened in Haydon Bridge in 1685 but by 1879 this
had become an elementary school. There were also schools at Deanraw and Grindon and a
schoolroom was added to the UMFC Chapel at Langley in 1877. A library and newsroom was
established in Haydon Bridge in 1836, which later became the Reading Rooms.

2.4

Coal Mining at Stublick, in addition to many smaller drift mines, provided an alternative
employment to agriculture from the early 18th century. Other industrial enterprises
associated with coal and lead mining flourished in the area including the opening in 1843 of
Haydon Bridge Ironworks. There was also a renowned fireclay sanitaryware manufacturers at
Langley. The Langley Barony Lead Mines were developed in the 1870s having a short but
spectacular life. The most dramatic remains are an adit (a horizontal passage leading into a
mine for the purposes of access or drainage), in the Honeycrook Burn north of Chesterwood,
along with an engine and boiler house with chimney, hoist and crusher.

2.5

The opening of the Newcastle to Carlisle Railway in 1836 brought its own particular
advantages to Haydon Bridge, especially the transporting of lead from the North Pennines to
the goods yard at Haydon Bridge and then by rail to Newcastle. It also boosted tourism in
the village. The goods section yard with turntable was closed in 1965 but the passenger
facilities are still available and vital to the village. The gated level crossing was one of few
remaining operative until it was replaced by all singing and dancing barriers in January 2009,
but the classic Victorian signal box remains.

2.6

Haydon Spa is located about a mile east of the village and is a warm natural sulphurous
spring. This was enclosed in 1863 to collect the spa water but suffered a landslide in 1897.
The Spa Well was subsequently restored as a tribute to Queen Victoria on her Diamond
Jubilee. In 2001 the area again land slipped but an access path was re-engineered to allow
visiting today, although the access path is currently temporarily closed pending further
works by NCC.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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2.7

The three public houses in the village have interesting backgrounds. Most famous is the
Anchor Hotel which was known in 1442 as a court room with gallows facilities handy in the
yard outside. In 1865 an adjoining house was constructed as a rent collection point for the
Greenwich Estates. The Three Tuns, an 18th century building in Ratcliffe Road, was renamed
the General Havelock Inn after the Indian Army Major General Sir Henry Havelock and is now a
famous restaurant. The Railway Hotel on Church Street was also renamed from the Grey Bull
to acknowledge the arrival of the Newcastle-Carlisle line. Haydon Bridge’s town hall was built
in 1908 and saw life as a cinema before being converted in 1958 to a working men’s club.

2.8

One of the most famous of the structures in the area is Langley Castle. The land where the
castle now stands used to be the seat of the Barons of Tynedale in the 12th century. The
house eventually passed to the Lucy family by virtue of marriage. Sir Thomas de Lucy fought
for King Edward III in the 1346 battles of Crecy and Neville’s Cross. The castle was gutted by
fire in the early 1400’s. Langley Castle remained in ruins until the late 19th century when it
was bought by a local historian, Cadwallader Bates. He began an extensive restoration
project which was continued by his wife Josephine after his death in 1902. Josephine died in
1933 and the building was abandoned until World War II when it was used as an army
barracks. After the war, until 1972, the castle served as St. Cuthbert's girl's school. The castle
is now a luxury hotel.

2.9

By the late 19th century, there were over 100 trades and professions being carried out in the
village. The Victorians built high quality private housing, such as the mansions at North Bank
and the building of housing continued throughout the twentieth century. Several large
housing developments were started in the 1940s, adding about 200 houses to the village
over the following years. Greenwich Gardens was completed in 1968 and later Langley
Gardens was added in 1974 with its distinctive roofs. Since the turn of the century a further
burst of house building activity has taken place, with the development of Innerhaugh Mews,
and the three phases of the Showfield, with additional smaller scale private and social
housing developments including Foundry Court, South Gables, Stone Halt, Anchor Court,
Larkin Terrace and Houseteads Walk. Ironically, as the housing stock and population has
increased over time, the number and range of facilities in the village has decreased.

2.10

By the 1960s, the Old Bridge could no longer cope with the volume of traffic using the A69.
The new bridge was completed in 1970 to alleviate congestion, however this resulted in an
increased volume of traffic including heavy goods vehicles, until the completion of the A69
bypass in 2009, which diverts traffic away from the village.

POPULATION
2.11

The 2011 census illustrates that the parish had a population of 2,184 residents. The Haydon
Parish Housing Needs Assessment (2020 – HNA) estimates that the total number of
people living in the parish in March 2020 is 2,4621 . This reflects the recent increase in the
housing stock.

2.12

The age structure of the parish in 2011 reveals that a large proportion of the population of
the parish is aged 45-65, with lower proportions of the population falling into the younger
age bands, when compared with Northumberland as a whole and England (see Figure 2).
Between 2001 and 2011, the population of the parish increased from 2,027 to 2,184, with
stability in most age groups except for a reduction in 25-44 year olds and young children,
with a significant increase in the 45-64 age group.

1
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Figure 2: Age structure (2011) from HNA

HOUSEHOLDS, HOUSING AND TENURE
2.13

The 2011 census illustrates that the parish had 943 households, occupying 1,011 dwellings,
compared to 830 households in 2001. Since the 2011 census an additional 120 dwellings
have been built. The HNA estimated total number of households in the parish in March
2020 was 1,063 households, living in 1,132 dwellings. Similarly, the number of dwellings in
the Parish has increased to 1132 dwellings in December 2020, compared with 1,011 in 2011
(census) and 889 in 2001 (census). As Table 1 shows there has been a major growth in the
population, and numbers of households and dwellings in the last 20 years.

Percentage growth 2001- 2020

Population

Households

Dwellings

21%

28%

27%

Table 1: Growth in population, households and dwellings in Haydon Parish 2001-2020 (%)
2.14

The mix of adults and children living in a dwelling is important to help understand the size
and type of housing needed in the future. Census data reveals that Haydon Parish closely
resembles the county as a whole in its proportion of families and one person households, as
well as the broad age balance (see Table 2). The census information accords with the
findings of the housing needs survey2 which indicated that 25.6% of respondents live alone
(the 2011 census figure was 26.5%).
Household composition

Total

Haydon
Parish

N’land

England

One person household

Total

26.5%

29.9%

30.2%

Aged 65 & over

12.1%

14.0%

12.4%

Other

14.4%

15.9%

17.9%

Total

70.1%

66.3%

61.8%

All aged 65 & over

9.1%

10.3%

8.1%

With no children

25.1%

21.0%

17.6%

With dependent children

24.3%

24.9%

26.5%

One person household

With children non-dependent

11.6%

10.1%

9.6%

Other household types

Total

3.4%

3.8%

8.0%

One family only

Table 2: Household composition (2011)
2

Source ONS 2011, AECOM calculations

http://www.haydon-bridge.co.uk/documents/HaydonBridgeHNSFINALReport.pdf

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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2.15

Based on 2011 census data:
• 58% of households own their own homes, either outright or with a mortgage or loan 8% less than in Northumberland as a whole, and 5.5% less than the England average;
• The level of social renting is slightly lower in Haydon Parish than the county average
but there are nearly 6% more households renting from private landlords than the
county average;
• The level of shared ownership increased by 225% between 2001 and 2011. However,
this reflected an increase of just 18 dwellings on the low starting figure of 8 in 2001;
• Information on types of housing shows a lower level of detached and semi-detached
houses and flats and a higher level of terraced housing than the average for
Northumberland.

2.16

The 2011 census shows that nearly 97% of households have central heating. However,
Haydon Parish is off grid for gas, and the household survey3 highlighted the high
dependence of most households on fossil fuels, mainly oil, but also wood and coal, for
heating their homes.

TRAVEL TO WORK AND EMPLOYMENT
2.17

The household survey showed that 46% of those respondents in work travel over 10 miles to
work, nearly a third travel between 5 and 10 miles and just over one in five (22%) work from home.

2.18

Employment figures from the 2011 census show that of residents aged 16-74, 70.5% are in
employment, of whom around half are in full-time employment. There are more men than
women in employment and more men than women in full rather than part-time work. A
quarter of those people in employment are self-employed. The household survey showed
that just over a quarter of residents who are in employment work in the parish, which
highlights the importance of local businesses to the economy of the parish.

SERVICES AND FACILITIES
2.19

Haydon Parish has a range of community facilities and services including: GP surgery and
pharmacy; post office; community centre and village hall; shops including supermarkets,
newsagents and a butcher; pubs, restaurants and takeaways; primary and high schools;
library; churches and church halls; garage; hotel and visitor accommodation.

2.20

Apart from the village hall, hotel and other facilities in Langley and tourism accommodation
in different parts of the parish, these services and facilities are all situated in Haydon Bridge
itself. The household survey highlighted the importance of Haydon Bridge village centre in
the life of the parish and the value that residents see in the range of facilities provided.

2.21

Local community groups and businesses provide a variety of activities and events including:
art and cultural events, sports, family fun events, functions and private parties, live music,
social eating and drinking. These facilities make a significant contribution to the vitality and
viability of the Neighbourhood Plan area and have a positive impact on the sustainability of
the villages of Haydon Bridge, and Langley and surrounding area, enhancing quality of life
and often providing an important focal point for social interaction.

NATURAL, BUILT AND HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
2.22

Haydon parish is a predominantly rural area surrounding the village of Haydon Bridge, it has
a rich and diverse environment which includes nationally important landscapes and
heritage assets. The northern most part of the parish lies within Northumberland National
Park and includes part of the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site. The North Pennines Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty lies within the boundary to the south west.
3
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2.23

The parish also contains a number of important natural environment designations,
including: Border Mires, Kielder-Butterburn Special Area of Conservation (SAC); Tyne and
Allen River Gravels Special Area of Conservation (SAC); Muckle Moss National Nature
Reserve, which is also a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI); Starwardpeel Woods and
Hexhamshire Moors SSSIs; numerous areas of ancient woodland; and Whinnetley Moss,
Honeybrook Burn – Tony’s Patch, Langley Woods Local Wildlife and Geological Sites.

2.24

There are large areas of open space and an extensive network of footpaths and bridleways
connecting the town to the countryside, other hamlets in the parish as well as
neighbouring parishes.

2.25

The parish is rich with heritage assets, both designed and undesignated. These include:
Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site, which is also a scheduled monument; 14 other scheduled
monuments ; 60 listed buildings, 2 of which are grade I, 6 are grade II* and 52 are grade II; and
Haydon Bridge Conservation Area. The parish is also blessed with numerous non designated
heritage assets that reveal and record the rich history and development of the area.

2.26

The household survey clearly illustrates how much residents value areas of the parish from
both wildlife and landscape perspectives, with the riverside as the most valued area, and
other more rural areas outside the village such as Tony’s Patch, Haresby Lonnen,
Chesterwood, the Old Church, Springwood/Threepwood and Geeswood also highly valued.

QUALITY OF LIFE
2.27

The household survey illustrated that generally, residents feel that the parish is a great place
to live. The following were identified as what residents most like about living in the parish:
• Lovely countryside and wildlife (93%);
• Local shops and services (81%);
• Green spaces/walks close to the village (80%);
• Access to major routes/transport links (72%);
• Village/community unity of spirit (69%);
• History and heritage of area (61%);
• Close to family and friends (42%);
• Community facilities (34%); and
• Close to place of work (23%).

2.28

Other factors that were mentioned included: The Bridge community library and all it offers;
church; Haydon News parish magazine; friendly; born and bred; native; community
activities and events; excellent shops; peace and quiet; good village schools; newsagent;
it’s home; train service; friendliness; and feeling safe.

2.29

When asked about the future and how residents wanted to see the parish in the next 10
years, the following feedback was provided: friendly (84%); safe (83%); attractive (66%);
affordable (48%); tranquil (42%); accessible (41%); traditional (34%); self-sufficient (32%);
vibrant (20%); and unchanged (16%).

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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3. Key issues for the Haydon Parish Neighbourhood Plan
3.1

Although the local community think that Haydon Parish is a great place to live, the work
supporting the preparation of the plan has also identified a number of key challenges that
the parish faces going forward:
• Addressing sustainability and climate change, including flood risk as a priority and
reducing the carbon footprint of the parish;
• Tackling the reliance of most households in the parish on fossil fuels to heat their
homes, and supporting ways of moving to green energy options;
• Need for more affordable housing and housing for specific groups, in particular older
households and people needing starter homes;
• Design of new development, particularly housing as well as improvements to existing
housing, to ensure it is in keeping with the vernacular of the village and community;
• Impact of the scale of new housing development delivered over the last 10 years on the
village character;
• Parking, particularly in the village centre for both cars and bicycles, as well as traffic
flow and quality of road surfaces;
• Better and more accessible transport links, including cycleways, footpaths and byways
linking different areas of the parish and links to other local towns;
• Protecting leisure, recreation and other green space areas;
• Enhancing the landscape and biodiversity in the parish for future generations;
• Protection and enhancement of community facilities and services – in particular for
older people and young people;
• Promoting tourism, including growing the retail offer and addressing gaps in community
facilities and services including a café/coffee shop (possibly community run);
• Supporting more employment opportunities in the parish, and support for local
businesses to grow and develop;
• Need for faster broadband speed;
• Reducing litter and improving the general appearance of the village centre and wider
parish; and
• Promoting community unity and addressing anti-social behaviour.

3.2

Residents identified two other key concerns relating to quality of life
• Ensuring that the village does not become a dormitory town of Hexham, thereby losing
its village feel; and
• Ensuring that the infrastructure of the village can cope with the level of housing in the
parish now and in the future.

3.3

The steering group assessed these issues and how they could be addressed, and then
developed a vision and a set of policy themes and objectives for the plan, covering:
• Housing;
• Green space;
• Mobility and transport;
• Design and the conservation area;
• Community facilities and services;
• Local economy and employment land; and
• Flooding and climate change.

3.4

These were then refined into the vision, outcomes and objectives set out in this presubmission plan.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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4. Vision, outcomes, objectives and sustainability statement
VISION
4.1

The vision and outcomes set out what the Haydon Parish Neighbourhood Plan intends to
achieve over the plan period to 2036. It informs all of the plan objectives, draft planning
policies and possible community actions.

A VISION FOR HAYDON PARISH IN 2036
Haydon Parish will be a great place for all generations to live, work and flourish both
now and in the future.
It will be a successful sustainable community committed to addressing climate change.
It will have a distinct identity, which attracts a growing number of visitors to Haydon
Bridge and surrounding countryside to support the local economy.

OUTCOMES
4.2

The following outcomes will arise when the plan’s vision is met:

OUTCOMES FOR HAYDON PARISH IN 2036
The communities across the parish will be thriving, including those in our smaller
settlements such as Langley and Chesterwood. Haydon Bridge will not be considered a
dormitory town. It will have been protected from inappropriate large-scale
development and its rural character retained.
The parish will be proactively addressing the implications of climate change as a threat to
our community. Residents will be actively shifting to affordable renewable energy
solutions in their homes and a number of community-led green energy initiatives will have
been delivered. The carbon footprint of the parish has been reduced. New developments
will have been located to minimise flood risk and flood mitigation measures will have been
embedded. Our community will feel supported to withstand global shocks such
pandemics and economic downturns.
Excellent rail, bus, road and cycle links will connect the parish with the social and economic
opportunities provided east and west as far as Tyneside and Carlisle. In the village of Haydon
Bridge parking will have been improved and will be equipped for the age of electric cars and
bicycles. There will be a dedicated cycle path from Haydon Bridge to Hexham.
Our community will be caring and inclusive. Everyone will have access to health,
education, employment opportunities, key services and social and leisure facilities that
meet the needs of all generations. Shops and services in the village centre will have been
protected and enhanced. They will be valued and well used by residents and visitors.
Our whole community across different social, economic and age groups can access
housing to meet its needs.
Our history and heritage will have been respected, celebrated and safeguarded.
Our green spaces biodiversity and wildlife corridors will have been protected and
enhanced, including our access to and use of the countryside on foot, cycle and
horseback.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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OBJECTIVES
4.3

To deliver the vision and outcomes, seven objectives haver been developed. These
objectives clearly relate to the issues identified through engagement with the local
community and other stakeholders. The draft planning policies and community actions
contained within the plan should deliver the objectives.

OBJECTIVE 1. Sustainability and climate change
Focusing the majority of development within the settlement boundary and ensuring all
new development is sustainable and takes a proactive approach to mitigating and
adapting to climate change. This includes:
• Embedding a commitment to sustainable design, construction and use;
• Fully understanding and addressing the current and future implications of flood risk;
• Contributing to reducing the carbon footprint of the parish; and
• Prioritising energy efficiency and use of renewable energy in existing as well as new
development and reducing fuel poverty.

OBJECTIVE 2. Built and historic environment
Ensuring new development, including alterations to dwellings: meet the requirements of
the Haydon Parish Design Code; reduce our carbon footprint; make a positive
contribution to the historic and built environment of the parish; and respect and protect
our heritage, including preserving and enhancing the significance of the conservation
area, as well as protecting our designated and non-designated heritage assets.

OBJECTIVE 3. Natural environment
Protecting and enhancing the distinctive character of Haydon Parish, especially in
relation to the landscape.
Planning positively for the creation, protection and enhancement of networks of
biodiversity and green infrastructure.
Safeguarding spaces that are important to the community and the character of the area.
Encouraging and supporting community led projects that enable Haydon Parish to both
reduce its carbon footprint and enhance biodiversity.

OBJECTIVE 4. Housing
Supporting small scale housing developments in order to meet the identified needs of
the local community and protect the important rural character of the area.

OBJECTIVE 5. Vibrant and thriving community
Retaining, protecting and enhancing our valued community facilities, reducing the need
to travel outside Haydon Parish and thus reducing our carbon emissions.
Protecting and enhancing the village centre as a service centre, through supporting and
encouraging local businesses to thrive and new businesses to emerge, thereby making
Haydon Parish more resilient to global shocks.
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OBJECTIVE 6. Local economy
Supporting the economy of the plan area, including the expansion of existing businesses
and attraction of new businesses to the parish, thereby reducing the distance of travel to
work and the level of carbon emissions.
Encouraging businesses to reduce their carbon footprint and welcoming businesses in
the parish that actively sequester carbon and increase biodiversity.

OBJECTIVE 7. Accessibility and transport
Developing the transport network in the plan to:
• Be equipped for the era of electric cars and bicycles;
• Improve accessibility for all across the parish, particularly between the settlements
in the north and south;
• Improve accessibility and safety of routes to neighbouring towns east and west,
enabling the transition away from fossil fuels through dedicated non car routes;
• Enhance opportunities for walkers, cyclists, horse riders and those with disabilities; and
• Mitigate the impact of traffic in Haydon Bridge.

SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
4.4

In May 2019, parliament declared a Climate Emergency, committing the UK to achieve net
zero carbon emissions by 2050. Achieving this will be tough and requires all our households,
communities and businesses to be fully engaged to enable this rapid transition to happen.

4.5

Our household and business surveys identified that local people want to live in a supportive,
friendly, attractive and safe community with good local facilities. This will be important to:
help each other deal with any adverse effects of climate change; support initiatives to
enhance natural environment; reduce reliance on private vehicles; and increase
opportunities to both work from home and employment opportunities in the parish.

4.6

The vision, outcomes and objectives highlight the commitment of the community to
address climate change and build a sustainable future. This commitment is summarised in
our sustainability statement below and runs through the objectives, policies and
community actions in the plan.

Sustainability and the climate and ecological emergency
Consideration of the implications of the climate change and ecological emergency are
central to all areas of this plan, in order for Haydon Parish to be a sustainable and
resilient community both now and for future generations.
Efforts to both reduce the carbon footprint of Haydon Parish and to adapt to climate
change as necessary will be actively encouraged and supported.
Efforts to protect and enhance the natural environment and support its resilience to
climate change will also be actively encouraged and supported

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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5. Delivering the vision – planning policies
INTRODUCTION
5.1

This section sets out the planning policies which, along with the community actions in
Annex 1, will deliver the plan’s vision, outcomes and objectives. The policies are grouped
under the same themes as the objectives and cover:
•Sustainability and climate change;
•Built and historic environment;
•Natural Environment;
•Housing;
•Vibrant and thriving community;
•Local economy;
•Accessibility and transport.

SUSTAINABILITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Sustainable development
5.2

The NPPF explains that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development. It highlights three overarching objectives
economic, social and environmental. It explains that the purpose of the planning system is
to contribute to the achievement of these objectives. The NPPF sets out a presumption in
favour of sustainable development. The requirement for the planning system to meet the
challenges of climate change is also identified. The NPPF stresses the need to: shape places
in ways which contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, minimise
vulnerability and improve resilience; encourage the reuse of existing resources; and support
renewable and low carbon energy. Planning policies are therefore required to take a
proactive approach to mitigating and adapting to climate change, including considering the
long-term implications of flood risk.

5.3

Sustainable development therefore underpins all of the policies in this plan and it reflects
the aspirations of the local people to have a vibrant community that is growing and evolving
over the years, valuing our heritage and our past but not standing still.

5.4

However, sustainable development is not just about new housing or employment premises
in the narrow sense. Section 3 of the Haydon Parish Design Code (2020)4, which builds on
the earlier Haydon Bridge Village Design Statement (2008)5 sets out a design vision that
covers a much broader agenda including: landscape and views; connectivity; built form and
materials; heritage; and sustainability. It also expects potential developers to engage with
Haydon Parish Council before planning applications are submitted.

5.5

The design aims state that the future of the parish should be distinguished by:
• Its character as a genuine village community, not as a town or dormitory suburb of Hexham;
• Its strong sense of place, rich countryside, built and intangible heritage, and historic and
characterful village and hamlets;
• A range of affordable housing, tenures and services to support and sustain the valued
diversity and needs of our resident population;
• Its greenness, characterised by a strong focus on green space, the natural environment
visible from all parts of the village, sustainability and carbon reduction; and
• Its valued sense of enclosure, together with the close links that exist between the village
and its neighbouring hamlets and surrounding countryside.

4

http://haydon-bridge.co.uk/documents/HaydonParishNorthumberlandDesignCode.pdf
5
http://haydon-bridge.co.uk/docs/VillageDesign.pdf
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5.6

Policy H1 therefore seeks to take a positive approach to new development that meet our
defined sustainability criteria. This reflects what sustainable development is in Haydon
Parish. These are set out in the policy and thereby improve and enhance our community,
our environment and our well-being. We would expect that planning applications for
development proposals that do not meet these sustainability criteria will be refused. The
policy supports the delivery of all objectives in the plan.

Policy H1. Sustainable development
A presumption in favour of sustainable development will be exercised in the determination
of planning applications. In seeking to ensure that development is sustainable, proposals
must be supported by sufficient information to demonstrate how, where appropriate, they:
a. Make efficient and effective use of land, by encouraging the re-use of previously
developed land and buildings where possible and viable;
b. Minimise the impact and mitigate the likely effects of climate change, including
flood risk;
c. Minimise any impact on amenity for new and existing residents, business and other
land uses in the vicinity of the proposed development;
d. Protect or enhance the significance of heritage assets and their settings;
e. Support the health and well-being of the local community;
f. Ensure the quality of the biodiversity and natural environment is protected and
enhanced, demonstrating how biodiversity net gains will be achieved;
g. Protect or enhances the landscape character of the area;
h. Have regard to the principles set out within the Haydon Parish Design Code and
other relevant documents such as Building for a Healthy Life and the National
Design Guide;
i. Address contamination or land instability issues;
j. Ensure that all local infrastructure necessary to make the development acceptable
in planning terms is either in place or can be provided prior to the development
being brought into use.

Sustainable location of new development
5.7

The Northumberland Local Plan defines a settlement boundary for Haydon Bridge as it is
defined as a service centre. This boundary is replicated in the neighbourhood plan to ensure
clarity in decision making. The use of settlement boundaries offers direction for growth,
focusing it on more sustainable locations with a view to supporting existing facilities and
services whilst also providing protection to the countryside.

5.8

Feedback from the community consultation for the plan highlights the concern from what
has been seen by local people as the overdevelopment of the village since the turn of the
century.

5.9

Policy H2 seeks to focus the majority of new development within the Haydon Bridge
settlement boundary. It also describes when development outside the settlement
boundary may be appropriate. This policy supports the delivery of objectives 1,2, 4,5 and 6.
Proposals for major development in the Northumberland National Park and North Pennines
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty will be determined in accordance with the relevant
local plan policies
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Policy H2. Sustainable location of new development
Development within the Haydon Bridge settlement boundary, as identified on the
policies map, will be supported provided compliance with relevant policies contained
within the development plan.
Land outside the defined settlement boundary will be treated as countryside, whose
intrinsic character and beauty must be recognised in all decisions on planning
applications on land in the countryside. Any development proposed in the countryside
must therefore be sensitive to its surroundings and it must be demonstrated how all
opportunities have been taken to make its location more sustainable, by improving the
scope for access on foot, by cycling or by public transport.
The following development will be supported in the countryside, where it meets the
requirements of other relevant development plan policies:
a. For areas outside Northumberland National Park, affordable housing, including
community-led schemes, delivered on rural exception sites;
b. Housing where there is an essential need for a rural worker, including those taking
majority control of a farm business, to live permanently at, or near their place of
work in the countryside;
c. Housing that represents the optimal, viable use of a heritage asset or that which
would be appropriate enabling development to secure the future of a heritage
asset or assets;
d. Additional housing created through the sub-division of an existing residential
dwelling;
e. A house, the design of which is of exceptional quality, in that it:
i. Is innovative, reflecting the highest standards in architecture and would help to
raise standards of design more generally in rural areas; and
ii. Would significantly enhance its immediate setting and be sensitive to the
defining characteristics of the local area;
f. The re-use of redundant and disused buildings to provide new housing, where this
would enhance their immediate setting;
g. The sustainable growth and expansion of all types of businesses, both through the
conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new buildings;
h. The development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural
businesses;
i. Sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments which respect the character of
the countryside; and
j. The development of accessible local services and community facilities.
Where a site lies within the Green Belt, as defined on the policies map, development
proposals will be considered against the requirements of national planning policy.

haydon-bridge.co.uk/community-plan.php
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Embedding energy efficiency and renewable energy
5.10

Haydon Parish is off grid for gas and highly dependent on fossil fuels for heating and hot
water for homes and businesses. Feedback from the community household survey shows
that two-thirds of households are dependent on oil and one-third use wood and at least 9%
coal as one of the sources to heat their homes. In relation to renewable energy 8% of homes
had some solar panels and a further 2% solar thermal. With 4% having air or ground source
heat pumps and 1% biomass. The parish therefore has a very large challenge to move from
fossil fuel dependency to renewable heating technologies as the norm. Furthermore, as the
majority of the housing stock is contained within older properties, there is also the
challenge of embedding energy efficiency measures.

5.11

The response to the household survey showed that there is an overwhelmingly positive
attitude to developing renewable energy for domestic purposes, almost 85% of responses
averaged across a range of renewable options. In addition, more respondents support larger
scale renewable energy schemes than disapprove, with solar power, heat pumps and
biomass being the most popular.

5.12

Policy H3 provides a positive commitment to embedding carbon reduction at the heart of
design and construction of new dwellings and refurbishment of existing dwellings. The
policy supports the delivery of objective 1.

Policy H3. Embedding energy efficiency and renewable energy
Developments which embed a commitment to sustainable design and construction will
be supported, particularly those which reduce the need for reliance on carbon. Proposals
must be supported by sufficient information to demonstrate how, where appropriate, they:
a. Incorporate passive design measures to improve the efficiency of heating, cooling,
ventilation and lighting;
b. Include measures to reduce waste generated during construction and ensures
there is appropriate storage space and segregation facilities for recyclable and
non-recyclable waste;
c. Ensure that energy and water efficiency measures are incorporated into the
development;
d. Incorporate on-site energy generation from renewable sources; and
e. Reduce energy demands of historic buildings, subject to compliance with other
relevant policies on historic assets.
Where planning permission is required, the sensitive retrofitting of energy efficiency
measures and the appropriate use of micro-renewables in historic buildings will be
supported where this does not result in harm to the significance a heritage asset.
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Community energy generation and infrastructure initiatives
5.13

Reducing the carbon footprint of the parish solely through reducing energy use in local
homes and businesses will be a major challenge, given the age and nature of the housing
stock (for example, older stone-built dwellings) both in the conservation area and more
widely across the parish.

5.14

Other initiatives are also needed alongside, in particular energy generation and other
carbon reduction measures. The parish council is actively looking at feasibility options for
renewable energy generation as a community action in this plan, as well as other carbon
reduction initiatives (see natural environment). Funding carbon reduction initiatives is a
major challenge. Should NCC introduce community infrastructure levy or if other funding
becomes available, the following are considered to be parish priorities for funding:
• Community projects that encourage and enable houses to be better insulated;
• Support the provision of infrastructure to enable sustainable energy generation,
storage, and dedicated local distribution;
• Community energy projects to address fuel poverty; and
• Support the development of car clubs and use of electric and alternative fuel vehicles.

5.15

Policy H4 provides a positive planning policy approach for community energy generation
initiatives and identifies support for a range of renewable energy technologies as long as they
meet the development criteria set out. Both initiatives support the delivery of objective 1.
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Policy H4. Community energy and renewable energy technologies
Renewable and low carbon energy generation developments that are led by or meet the
needs of local communities will be supported.
In areas outside Northumberland National Park, where planning permission is required
for individual and community scale renewable energy development including hydroelectricity, solar photovoltaic panels, air and ground source heat pumps, wind, local
biomass facilities and wood fuel products, applications will be supported where they
accord with the following criteria, where relevant to the proposal:
a. The siting and scale of the proposed development is appropriate to its setting and
position in the wider landscape;
b. The development does not create an unacceptable impact on the amenities of
local residents;
c. The development enhances biodiversity and the habitat where it is located.

New developments and flooding
5.16

As Haydon Parish is located on the flood plain, it has historically suffered from flooding.
Most recently experiencing two major flooding events (2006 and 2015) in the last 15 years
and other flooding incidents in years in between. The flooding relates to both fluvial and
pluvial flooding. In the 2016 floods, 43 properties (both homes and businesses) were flooded
by the River South Tyne and others damaged by surface water flooding – more than 50
properties in all.

5.17

The community responded by setting up a flood group and the parish council has worked
with the Environment Agency, Northumbrian Water and NCC on developing flood
prevention measures, such as improving flood defences. The parish council will continue to
work with these agencies on their future flood plans for the parish.

5.18

Unfortunately, despite these measures flooding remains a considerable future risk to the
parish, which is likely to be exacerbated as a result of climate change.

5.19

Some recent housing developments have included flood prevention measures such as
water run-off holding tanks for periods of heavy rain. However, once the development is
completed, in particular a private development where the houses have been sold, no
agency has responsibility to clean and maintain the flood water storage tanks, and this is an
issue that needs addressing in relation to future planning approvals. A further issue is the
small diameter of the mains sewage pipe that goes under the river South Tyne.

5.20

There is substantial national and local planning guidance and evidence regarding flood risk
and new development, including that contained within national planning practice guidance6
and that prepared to inform the emerging Northumberland Local Plan (strategic flood risk
assessment and water cycle studies)7. There is also the Environment Agency Flood Map8 for
planning, to help identify which flood zone land is in. It should be noted that the flood map
does not always give a full picture of historic flooding.

5.21

Policy H5 therefore does not look to repeat national and local policy guidance, it does
however provide a positive framework which supports the development of flood prevention
and alleviation schemes, provided they represent the most sustainable solution. It supports
the delivery of objectives 1 and 4. Further flood prevention initiatives, such as tree planting,
are set out under objectives 3 and the community actions annex of the plan.
6
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Policy H5. Flood prevention and alleviation
The development of flood prevention and alleviation schemes, including sustainable
drainage systems will be supported where it has been demonstrated that the
development represents the most sustainable solution and that their social, economic
and environmental benefits outweigh any adverse impacts caused by new structure(s)
including the risk of flooding elsewhere.
Site specific flood risk assessments will be required in accordance with national policy and
guidance, ensuring that inappropriate development in areas at risk from flooding is avoided.
Where flood prevention measures are included in a development it is essential that
ongoing responsibility for their maintenance is set out within a planning condition or
legal agreement.

BUILT AND HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
Background
5.22

Haydon Parish sits in an area rich in both natural and built heritage. Policies for the natural
environment are set out in paragraphs 5.41 to 5.74. Policies in this section concern the built
and historic character of the parish as it is reflected in human interaction with and
development of this part of South Tynedale from prehistoric times to the present day.

Design
5.23

The history of the parish in its landscape setting is set out in the Haydon Bridge Conservation
Area Character Appraisal (2009 - CCCA), published by the former Tynedale Council in 2009.
It highlights the significance of the Roman Wall for the entire Tyne Valley corridor, the
emergence of a clearly identifiable village community in the Middle Ages, and, most visibly,
the largely eighteenth and nineteenth century townscape that still largely characterises
Haydon Bridge in the present, despite twentieth and twenty-first century developments.

5.24

The Haydon Bridge Village Design Statement (2008) identifies the following principles to
guide new development in the pa`rish:
• [It] should avoid the valley sides and terraces;
• Large cluster developments should be avoided;
• The green open spaces within and on the edge of the village that define its character
[should] be retained, safeguarded and where appropriate enhanced (in particular land
of amenity status, ie the riverside picnic area, Shaftoe Green);
• Retention of existing, and provision of new planting using native and traditional
species should form part of any future development proposals;
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• Developments should be accessible to local transport and village amenities to
minimise the use of cars;
• Whenever possible [development should] retain or incorporate features that provide
links to Haydon Bridge’s diverse industrial, cultural and development heritage.
5.25

The Haydon Parish, Northumberland Design Code (AECOM 2020), which was commissioned as
part of the work for this neighbourhood plan builds on these earlier reports. It provides an analysis
of the special characteristics of Haydon Parish and sets out practical design approaches to show
how future developments can preserve and enhance local distinctiveness. The design vision and
design aims (pages 18 and 19 of the design code) are summarised in paragraph 5.4 and 5.5 as
underpinning policy H1 on sustainable development.

5.26

The parish council expects proposals for new developments to be in line with the best
practice set out in the code, which also includes a design checklist based on established
good practice. The design code does not only focus on the built form but has a strong focus
on wider aspects of sustainability throughout. It expects developments to be consistent
with the local vernacular and proposes a layered approach to site design covering:
• Working with the site character and its context: landscape features; green
infrastructure; views; gateways and rural edge;
• Connectivity and public realm: connectivity through primary, secondary and rural
routes; pedestrian, cyclist and horse rider connectivity; public open space and play
code; place making and tourism;
• Pattern of built form: pattern and layout; housing typology; building line; sloping sites;
corner buildings; boundaries; private gardens; vehicle parking; and inclusion of
employment, commercial and public uses;
• Architecture and materials: architectural character and materials; farmsteads
conversions/extensions; bins, recycling and storage; cycle parking; and sustainability,
including electric charging points, carbon neutral homes, solar panels, green roofs and
walls, sustainable drainage and flood defences.

5.27

A key element of good design is engagement. The design code highlights the importance of
the need for developers to engage with the parish council before planning applications are
submitted. It states that high quality proposals that address identified needs should be
supported but those that are not consistent with both the design code and the village
design statement, should be refused.
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5.28

The design code alongside the policies within this plan set out to ensure that: “new
development makes a positive contribution to the historic and built environment of the
parish, including preserving and enhancing the character of the conservation area”. This
means reflecting the built environment as it has evolved over the last two or three
centuries. The architectural styles of the 20th and 21st centuries need to add value to,
rather than detract from, what has come to be cherished as a characterful Northumberland
sandstone village.

5.29

The criteria set out in policy H6 restates the vision of virtuous development expressed in
the Haydon Bridge Village Design Statement and the Haydon Parish Design Code, but with
new emphases on sustainability and the environment that reflect the concerns of the
present decade that are now acknowledged to be more urgent than they were believed to
be earlier in the millennium. The policy supports objectives 1,2,3,4 and 7.

Policy H6. Design
Development should conserve and enhance local distinctiveness by demonstrating high
quality design which both respects existing character and responds to the distinctive
character of the area, it should have regard to the requirements of the Haydon Parish
Design Code (annex a). Development will be supported where it has been demonstrated
to the satisfaction of the local planning authority that, where appropriate it:
a. Maintains and where possible enhances the character of the locality, paying
particular attention to the appearance, size, scale and density of the proposed
development;
b. Reflects the incremental and phased development of the plan area including its
diverse range of architectural styles;
c. Uses materials which complement those of adjoining and surrounding buildings;
d. Conserves and enhances the significance of heritage assets and their setting;
e. Takes account of the topography and natural features of the site and considers
the impact of the development when viewed from surrounding areas of
countryside;
f. Respects established building lines and introduces boundary treatments and roof
lines that are in keeping with the street scene;
g. Demonstrates a commitment to sustainable design and construction;
h. Provides adequate refuse and recycling storage, which is incorporated into the
scheme to minimise visual impact;
i. Adopts the principles of sustainable drainage;
j. Ensures the development will not prejudice the amenity of future occupiers or
that of adjacent properties in terms of overshadowing, loss of light, dominance,
loss of privacy, noise or general disturbance;
k. Provides sufficient car parking and cycle storage which is appropriately sited
within the development;
l. Encourages cycling, walking and other forms of sustainable travel;
m. Ensures that lighting associated with the development will not harm residential
amenity, wildlife or the International Dark Sky Park;
n. Incorporates measures to support species and habitats;
o. Will not result in unacceptable levels of noise, air or water pollution; and
p. Creates a safe, accessible and well-connected environment that meets the needs
of its users.
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Heritage assets
5.30

Heritage assets can be either designated or non-designated. Designated assets have
statutory status and include listed buildings and conservation areas. A non-designated
asset is a building, monument, site, place, area or landscape having a degree of heritage
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, but which do not meet the
criteria for designated heritage assets.

5.31

The NPPF defines a heritage asset as:
“A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage
interest. It includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).”

5.32

Heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and the NPPF requires them to be conserved
in a manner appropriate to their significance. Also, that planning decisions affecting a
heritage asset are required to be based on a sound understanding of the significance of the
asset and the impact of the proposal on that significance.

5.33

Haydon Parish is rich with heritage assets both designated and undesignated. These
include: Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site, which is also a scheduled monument; 14 other
scheduled monuments; 60 listed buildings, 2 of which are grade I, 6 are grade II* and 52 are
grade II; and Haydon Bridge Conservation Area. The parish is also blessed with numerous
non-designated heritage assets that reveal and record the rich history and development of
the area. These include examples the farming, railway and industrial heritage of the parish
as well as places of worship (further details of the designated and non-designated assets
are included in annexes 3 and 4, policy H8 also identifies a number of heritage assets within
the conservation area).

5.34

Policy H7 concerns the heritage assets in the Parish, whether or not they are formally
designated. The policy requires that heritage assets will be respected where they form part
of development proposals, or where they are likely to be impacted by them (including any
visual effects on their setting). This policy will support the delivery of objectives 2, 3 and 4.

Policy H7. Heritage assets
Where a development may impact on a heritage asset, including those non-designated
assets described in Annex 4, applicants should provide information within a heritage
statement, that describes the significance of any heritage assets affected by the proposed
development, including any contribution made by their setting. The assessment of
significance should be informed by relevant information including that contained within
the Northumberland Historic Environment Record.
In the determination of development proposals:
a. Great weight will be given to the conservation of a designated heritage asset and
any harm or loss to its significance will require clear and convincing justification in
accordance with national policy; and
b. A balanced judgment will be required to fully consider the effects of any
development proposals affecting a non-designated heritage asset, having regard
to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset.
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Haydon Bridge Conservation Area
5.35

The Haydon Bridge Conservation Area Character Appraisal summarises the special
character and significance of the Haydon Bridge Conservation Area. It highlights that the
historic core of the village has a distinct eighteenth and nineteenth century character. This
includes nineteenth century shop fronts, some of which are incorporated into houses. The
shop fronts introduce colour, visual interest and well-crafted details. The appraisal explains
that stone and slate are the dominant materials in the conservation area and that pitched
roofs, chimney stacks and pots create simple and robust architecture. The combination of
topography, street pattern, age and function of buildings, wide range of old styles and
details, as well as a clear sense of history are acknowledged as the things which give the
conservation area its distinctiveness and character.

5.36

The character appraisal details the importance of views, which are described as varied and
attractive. Most views are informal, with no formal squares or boulevards. It highlights that
the backdrop of the south slope of the Tyne valley is visually striking and reinforces the
village’s rural context, whilst the most open and dramatic views in the conservation area are
found along the river corridor.

5.37

It is explained that although virtually all the buildings in the historic core combine to give
the conservation area its special character, the following key buildings, which bring
additional quality as a result of age, design and position are identified:
• St Cuthbert’s Church and former vicarage – the eighteenth-century church is in a
pivotal position in the centre of the former village, where it has been for over two
hundred years. The associated vicarage is a fine example of early nineteenth century
architecture;
• Congregational Chapel and St John’s Roman Catholic Church and associated
presbytery are large and visually robust mid to late nineteenth century buildings;
• Former station ticket office (now 2 Station Cottages) is an attractive building which
survives from the opening of the railway;
• The North Eastern Railways Signal Box dates from 1877 and whilst it has been altered it
is a historic piece of railway architecture in clear public view;
• 36 Ratcliffe Road illustrates the shape of an earlier building and building line of earlier
arrangements of the street;
• The Anchor Hotel is of historic, architectural and locational significance;
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• The Railway Hotel is an eighteenth-century inn;
• Shaftoe Terrace Almshouses add an interesting architectural style into the local area
and have historic significance;
• Low Hall Farm provides a reminder of the area’s former economic dependence upon
farming;
• The eighteenth-century cottages, now Temple Houses, are of historic interest;
• The footbridge, which was substantially rebuilt in the late eighteenth century, links the
two halves of the village, it was the only crossing point of the South Tyne when it was
first recorded in the fourteenth century.
5.38

Boundary and retaining walls are identified as being dominant and crucial elements in the built
form of the conservation area. The character appraisal explains that they are of historic and
visual importance as they thread their way through and around the village alongside roads.

5.39

The steering group identified that a number of important non-designated assets within the
conservation area:
• Selwood House, Haydon Lodge and Haydon Park House – which are fine examples of mid
to late 19th century properties associated with the increasing prosperity of the time;
• Original shop fronts on Ratcliffe Road, Church Street and John Martin Street; and
• Alexandra Terrace – a good example of the Edwardian architectural rhythm and scale
within the village.

5.40

Policy H8 seeks to ensure that new development in or affecting the Haydon Bridge
Conservation Area will preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the area and its
setting. What are described as its “prevailing character and distinctiveness”, and “historic
architecture and townscape” are precious but precarious assets whose quality is hard-won.
It does not take much for a development out of keeping with the area’s sense of place to
compromise and even spoil it irreparably. We are fortunate that this enjoyable aspect of
Haydon Bridge’s Conservation Area has largely (if not entirely) escaped the kind of
urbanising and suburbanising damage other historic towns and villages have suffered from.
Policy H8 and other relevant policies within the plan are designed to keep it that way, but
with an eye not for preserving the past in aspic for its own sake but as an inheritance that
enhances the quality of life of our community in the present day, and that will enrich its
future. This policy will support the delivery of objective 2, and 4.
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Policy H8. Haydon Bridge Conservation Area
Development in or affecting the setting of the Haydon Bridge Conservation Area, will
be supported where it preserves or enhances the character or appearance of the
conservation area and its setting.
The following are key considerations when assessing the impact of development on the
character or appearance of the conservation area and its setting:
a. Maintaining the distinct eighteenth and nineteenth century core, including nineteenth
century shopfronts on Ratcliffe Road, Church Street and John Martin Street;
b. Reflecting the locally distinctive architectural characteristics, vernacular building
forms and materials;
c. Respecting the prevailing density and grain of the area;
d. The impact on significant views that are important to the character and appearance
of the area, including the important backdrop of the south slope of the Tyne valley,
along the river corridor and those of important buildings and features;
e. Retention, wherever possible of boundary treatments, including stone field
boundary and garden boundary walls, as well as retaining walls. New boundary
treatments should reflect locally distinctive forms and materials.
Consideration must be given to the impact of development on the following key
buildings, which are identified on the policies map and their role in the significance of
the conservation area:
f. St Cuthbert’s church and old vicarage;
g. Former Congregational Chapel;
h. St John’s Roman Catholic Church and presbytery;
i. 2 Station Cottages;
j. North Eastern Railways Signal Box;
k. 36 Ratcliffe Road;
l. Anchor Hotel;
m. Railway Hotel;
n. 1-25 Shaftoe Terrace and wall and outbuildings to rear;
o. Low Hall Farm;
p. Temple Houses;
q. Footbridge;
r. Selwood House;
s. Haydon Lodge;
t. Haydon Park House; and
u. 1 to 11 Alexandra Terrace.
Development that would lead to substantial harm to, or total loss of, significance of any
aspect of the conservation area that contributes to its significance will not be supported
unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or total loss is necessary to
achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss. Where a development
will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of the conservation area this
harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Background
5.41

The natural environment of Haydon Parish is enormously valued by the local community in
providing opportunities to view and enjoy the landscape and the wildlife that it supports. This
has been confirmed through community consultation on the plan. As part of the consultation
respondents to the household survey were asked to name the top five things they liked about
living in the parish. Two of the five were relevant to the natural environment:
• Lovely countryside and wildlife; and
• Green spaces and walks close to the village.

5.42

Individual responses highlighted the importance the community places on particular
aspects of the natural environment that make up the parish, including: the riverside area
and associated walks; the variety of plant and animal species including the birds such as
owls, lapwings and curlews as well as more common species. There were significant levels of
support for improvements to the natural environment, open spaces and habitats from the
local community. In light of the above, the natural environment forms a central dimension
of the plan.

5.43

Neighbourhood plan objectives one and three are most relevant to the natural environment.

Landscape
5.44

The community consultation work highlighted the value that the community places in the
rich and diverse landscape in which the parish is situated. Paragraph 109 of the NPPF is
clear that one of the ways the planning system can contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment is by protecting and enhancing valued landscapes.

5.45

The valley sides surrounding Haydon Bridge are composed of mainly pasture or uplands,
interspersed with woodland. The northern reaches of the plan area lie within
Northumberland National Park and include part of the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site.
The North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) designation also lies within
the boundary to the south west.

5.46

Haydon Bridge sits within the narrow, distinctive corridor centred on the River Tyne which
separates the North Pennines from the Border Moors and Forests. The landscape is made
up of a mosaic of arable and pasture, conifer plantations, deciduous woodlands along with
the more fertile lowland corridor of the river flood plain.

5.47

The design code provides information on the landscape character of the parish. This has been
informed by the Northumberland Landscape Character Assessment (2010) and the
Northumberland National Park Landscape Character Assessment (2019). The assessments
provide principles and guidelines for each landscape character types (LCT), and it can be used
as a mapping tool to guide areas for protection and management action for particular sites.

5.48

The character of the parish is distinguished by the glacial trough between the North
Pennines and Northumberland with various LCTs forming a roughly similar pattern of
landscape character to either side of the River South Tyne. Haydon Bridge is largely located
within a lowland landscape along the River South Tyne valley, which is part of the Glacial
Trough Valley Floor LCT: The assessment identifies that as a result of the existing
settlement pattern, the area is under pressure for further development. Therefore, the
overall approach should be to manage change while seeking to conserve and enhance
character, taking advantage of opportunities offered by new development. The development
guidelines identify the need to discourage new built development from extending onto the
valley floor and encourage the creation of strong settlement boundaries. Also, that the
approach routes, key views and gateways to settlements should be given particular
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consideration. Furthermore, the creation of open space adjacent to existing settlements
presents opportunities to enhance the setting of the town, strengthen distinctiveness and
reinstate or reinforce characteristic landscape patterns.
5.49

The Glacial Trough Valley Sides LCT, includes historic estates such as Langley Castle. As with
the Glacial Trough Valley Floor LCT, the assessment identifies that the area is under pressure
from development and there is a need to strengthen existing characteristics, managing
pressures for change. The development guidelines identify that new built development
should be discouraged from extending onto the upper valley sides. Similarly, to the Glacial
Trough Valley Floor LCT, it offers encouragement of the creation of good settlement
boundaries and the importance of open space adjacent to existing settlements. It highlights
the new development should not substantially alter the character, scale or form of existing
settlements, with all development respecting local vernacular styles and materials.

5.50

On higher land, to both the north and south, is the Upland Commons and Farmland LCT,
where the approach described in the appraisal should be to manage the restoration and
enhancement of the landscape. Development guidelines highlight the need to discourage
any development of new farm buildings that could compromise the pattern and scale of
farmsteads across this landscape.

5.51

In accordance with the design code and the landscape character appraisals, policy H9 seeks
to support development which protects the natural environment and important green
spaces of the parish as well as retaining and enhancing additional landscape features and
important views.

Policy H9. Landscape
Development should maintain and where appropriate enhance positive elements of
the landscape character of the parish, as defined in the Haydon Parish Design Code,
Northumberland Landscape Character Assessment, Northumberland National Park
Landscape Assessment or other relevant documents.
New development should:
a. Preserve, enhance and positively contribute to the character of the landscape of
the parish;
b. Be informed by the context of the site and its surrounding landscape in terms of:
height; scale; massing; orientation; and position;
c. Seek to conserve and enhance important local landscape features such as rolling
landforms, hedgerows and woodland to the east of Haydon Bridge, distinctive
gateways including Low Hall Farm and Watson’s Garage, as well as regular field
patterns with woodland parcels;
d. Be sited carefully to fit within the existing settlement pattern and where
extending the rural edge, development should create a soft urban edge which is
graduated towards the village centre;
e. Protect mature and established trees wherever possible;
f. Take account of the topography and natural features of the site;
g. Restore or create new landscape features, using locally native trees, shrubs and
water features where appropriate.
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Biodiversity
5.52

The plan area boasts a wide range of species and habitats, some of which are designated for
their national and international importance. Internationally designated sites are: North
Pennine Moors Special Protection Area (SPA); Border Mires, Kielder-Butterburn Special Area
of Conservation (SAC) and Tyne and River Allen Gravels (SAC). Nationally designated sites
are: Muckle Moss site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and National Nature Reserve
(NNR); Stawardpeel Woods SSSI; Roman Wall Escarpments SSSI; Hexhamshire Moors SSSI
and Wharmley Riverside SSSI. There is also one locally designated site, Gees Wood Local
Wildlife Site.

5.53

The parish also contains a number of priority habitats as defined by the Natural England
Priority Habitat Inventory (North England). These include priority grassland types such as
calaminarian grassland – an unusual habitat which forms on nutrient-poor soils with high
levels of toxic heavy metals. Calaminarian grassland can form naturally but is generally
associated with old mine workings or quarries. It is found in a wide variety of locations,
though there is only an estimated 450 hectares of this habitat in the UK.

5.54

Areas of blanket bog, flushes, fens and swamp occur on the higher ground in the north of
the plan area. Notable amongst these is Muckle Moss SSSI - a type of valley mire having
very good species diversity and of importance for its species of butterfly.

5.55

A number of steep-sided tributaries of the River Tyne are present on the valley sides, around
which areas of ancient and semi natural woodland have developed. Most notable of these is
Stawardpeel Woods SSSI which is of ancient origin and occurs alongside the River Allen on
the south-western edge of the Plan area. This SSSI was notified for supporting the only
known population of dormice in Northumberland and is actively managed for this species.
Other notable ancient or semi natural woodlands include Gees Wood Local Wildlife Site and
Tony’s Patch Nature Reserve which is owned and managed by the Northumberland Wildlife
Trust. This site supports a rich diversity of woodland species and a number of uncommon
invertebrates.

5.56

Biodiversity records provided by the Environmental Records Information Centre North East
show that an extensive list of protected and notable species (as well as more common
species) have been recorded in the plan area. These include mammals such as red squirrel,
otter, water vole and bat species. Waterbodies such as Grindon Lough and Langley Dam,
provide habitat for a high numbers of water birds, particularly in the winter months. The
extensive areas of unimproved pasture provide habitat for birds that rely on these open
habitats for breeding. These include a suite of wading bird species, most notably, curlew,
which is considered one of the most urgent bird conservation priorities in the UK.
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5.57

The riverside area, most highly valued by the local community in the household survey,
supports a variety of breeding birds species including dipper, goosander, oystercatcher, grey
wagtail and kingfisher and a resident population of geese.

5.58

Birds are a key part of the biodiversity of the built environment of the plan area. Buildings
provide nest spaces for both resident and summer visitors, including house sparrows,
starlings, house martens and swallows. Most notable is the Haydon Bridge population of
breeding swifts, a species whose UK population is in serious decline, largely due to a loss of
suitable nest spaces as old buildings are renovated or demolished.

5.59

The NPPF makes clear that in order to contribute to the Government’s commitment to halt
the overall decline in biodiversity the planning system should minimize impacts on
biodiversity and provide net gains where possible. In accordance with the NPPF the plan
seeks to promote the preservation, restoration and re-creation of priority habitats,
ecological networks and the protection and recovery of priority species populations.

5.60

The household survey expressed strong support for beneficial environmental activities
including community tree planting (including help with planting, and gifting/loaning land
and community orchard to support carbon reduction and reduce the risk of flooding; small
holdings and habitat creation projects (e.g. wildlife ponds); and enhancing wildlife corridors.

5.61

Policy H10 will deliver plan objective 3 by protecting and enhancing the landscape and biodiversity.
Further information is included within the natural environment background paper9 .

Policy H10. Biodiversity
Development should protect and enhance biodiversity by seeking to ensure no loss or
significant harm to sites of biodiversity value, protected and priority species, their
habitats or the corridors that connect them. Support will be given to proposals which
promote the preservation, restoration and recreation of priority habitats and the
protection and recovery of protected species.
Proposals should demonstrate how a minimum of 10% biodiversity net gains will be
achieved.
Where development would result in the loss or significant harm to biodiversity,
applicants will be required to demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the local planning
authority, that the adverse impacts will be adequately mitigated, or as a last resort
compensated for.
Where appropriate, development schemes should embed proposals which look to enhance
existing natural features and increase biodiversity within the wider site where appropriate
and by providing a habitat for wildlife within the built environment (e.g. swift bricks).
To protect water dependent protected and priority species, developments on or near
watercourses, drains, ponds or wetlands need to appropriately consider these species.

Green infrastructure
5.62

Haydon Bridge benefits from a number of accessible public open spaces in character with
the rural setting of the village as well as a good network of public footpaths which are well
used by the local community. Early engagement on the plan highlighted that the local
community are strongly of the view that these routes and spaces should remain intact; they
also thought that opportunities should be taken to add value to them by introducing
appropriate new uses.
9
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5.63

Green infrastructure encompasses wildlife networks and corridors, open spaces and
landscape corridors and linkages to the wider countryside. The NPPF defines green
infrastructure as: “A network of multi-functional green and blue spaces and other natural
features, urban and rural, which is capable of delivering a wide range of environmental,
economic, health and wellbeing benefits for nature, climate, local and wider communities
and prosperity”. A network, green infrastructure can include: parks, open spaces, playing
fields, wildlife corridors, streams and other water bodies, woodlands, street trees,
allotments and private gardens.

5.64

As green infrastructure is close to where people live, it can play a key role in supporting the
health of the local community. It also supports wildlife, climate change mitigation and
adaptation, as well as helping to improve air quality. As a result of its importance in the
built-up area and linkages to the wider countryside, the design code mapped the green
infrastructure within Haydon Bridge (page 23, figure 24). This has been replicated on the
policies map.

5.65

There is a need to improve or extend wildlife networks and ecological networks, not only
those within Haydon Bridge itself, as they are an important part of the green infrastructure
of the area, reduce fragmentation of the landscape and facilitate the movement of species
to new and more favourable habitats, particularly in response to climate change. The NPPF
highlights that to minimize impacts on biodiversity planning policies should identify and
map components of local ecological networks, including wildlife corridors. These are areas
of habitat that connect wildlife populations and interacts with the wider landscape. They
can be many things, such as rivers and burns, railway lines, cycle ways and ancient and/or
species rich hedgerows.

5.66

Haydon Parish sits within the Northern Upland Chain Local Nature Partnership area. The
partnership has undertaken a habitat mapping project which identifies eight key priority
habitats and identifies areas within the plan area where these could be extended to provide
greater connectivity.

5.67

Policy H11 seeks to protect and where practical improve and extend the green
infrastructure network and provides a framework for the assessment of planning
applications. This will assist with the delivery of objectives 1 and 3.
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Policy H11. Green infrastructure
New development should seek to protect and where practical, improve and extend the
green infrastructure network, including that within Haydon Bridge, as defined on the
policies map. When determining planning applications, applicants must demonstrate,
to the satisfaction of the local planning authority how relevant development proposals:
a. Integrate with, connect and enhance existing green infrastructure network
adjacent to and within site boundaries and strengthen biodiversity and the
natural environment;
b. Strengthen and draw the rural character of the setting of the settlement through
consideration of the locations and typologies of new green infrastructure
delivered as part of new development e.g. at the rural edge and within new public
space and on street frontages;
c. Protect and enhance existing habitats and wildlife corridors;
d. Create new habitats and wildlife corridors to reconnect isolated sites and
facilitate species movement;
e. Allow the movement of wildlife and provide habitat for species, for example in the
design of gardens and boundary treatments, using locally native species;
f. Integrate green infrastructure with sustainable drainage systems and the
management of flood risk;
g. Address the management and maintenance of new and existing green
infrastructure throughout and beyond the plan period.
Proposals that would include the loss of part of the green infrastructure network should
demonstrate that alternative provision, equivalent to or better than the green infrastructure
proposed to be lost in terms of its quantity and quality, can be provided in equally accessible
locations that maintain or create new green infrastructure connections.

Local green space
5.68

Early engagement highlighted the importance to the community of green space and walks
close to the village, and they are one of the top five things people valued about living in the
parish. They are valued for a wide range of reasons including historic significance, richness
of wildlife, tranquillity, recreational value and beauty.

5.69

The NPPF enables neighbourhood plans to designate areas of local green space for special
protection, thereby preventing inappropriate new development on these sites other than in
very special circumstances. These spaces do not need to be publicly accessible, although
the designation must not be applied to an extensive tract of land and the site must be in
reasonably close proximity to the community it serves. The land must be demonstrably
special to a local community and hold a particular local significance.

5.70

In identifying and assessing potential local green space sites the steering group excluded:
• Sites already protected through another designation such as SSSIs;
• Church sites that already have other protection (such as the St Cuthbert’s Churchyard);
• Other wildlife sites that are designated for protection, including nature reserves (such as
Tony’s patch);
• Sites that are not in reasonably close proximity to the community (e.g. Grindon Lough);
and
• Footpaths that have not yet been formally designated (such as the footpath to
Limestone rock).
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5.71

The sites listed in Policy H12 meet the respective criteria set out in national policy guidance,
as set out in the background paper on local green space and protected open space10.

Policy H12. Local green space
The following areas, as defined on the policies map, are designated as local green space
which will be protected from development in a manner consistent with the protection
of land within the Green Belt:
LGS01
LGS02
LGS03
LGS04
LGS05
LGS06
LGS07
LGS08
LGS09

Land from Anchor Hotel to Spa Well;
Strother Close Green;
Land from Old Bridge to Brigwood;
Riverside Picnic area/ The Eland;
Shaftoe Green Picnic Area and Park;
Geeswood;
Cemetery on Cemetery Road;
Allotments on Station Road;
Cricket pitch at Haydon Bridge High School.

Management of any development within these local green spaces must be consistent
with national policy on Green Belts. Development of the land will not be permitted other
than where very special circumstances can be demonstrated. Very special circumstances
will not exist unless the potential harm to the local green space by reason of
inappropriateness and other harm is clearly outweighed by other considerations.

Protected open space
5.72

5.73
5.74

In addition to local green space, there are a number of spaces that are valued for their local
amenity value and for formal and informal recreational purposes, but which do not meet the
detailed allocation criteria for designation as local green space.
The NPPF identifies the importance of access to high quality open spaces and
opportunities for sport and recreation to the health and well-being of local communities.
Policy H13 therefore designates sites as protected open space, with the intention that they
should be safeguarded and development only permitted where specific criteria are met. The
policy also seeks to ensure that new developments provide an appropriate level of public
open space. The local green space and protected open space background paper11 outlines
the reasons why the sites are important and explains the process that has led to their
proposed designation.
10, 11
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Policy H13. Protected open space
The following areas of open space, as defined on the policies map, have been identified
as contributing to local amenity and character and will be protected from
development:
POS01 Langley and Greenwich Gardens play area;
POS02 Haydon Bridge High School rugby pitches;
POS03 Haydon Bridge Athletic Football Club grounds;
POS04 Innerhaugh play area;
POS05 Showfield play area; and
POS06 Land south of Belmont Gardens and west of Belmont
Development that will result in the loss of protected open space will only be supported
where the applicant has robustly demonstrated to the satisfaction of the local
planning authority, that the:
a. Open space is surplus to requirements; or
b. Loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by open space
of equal or better value in terms of quantity and quality, including amenity value,
in a suitable location; or
c. Development is for alternative recreation provision, the needs for which clearly
outweigh the loss of the open space.
New development should provide, as a minimum, the standards of open and recreation
space defined within the most up to date and relevant guidance defined by the local
planning authority.

HOUSING
Supply of housing land
5.75

The emerging Northumberland Local Plan identifies that between 2016 and 2036, a
minimum of 160 new dwellings should be built in the parish. Between 1 April 2016 and 31
March 2020, 111 dwellings have been completed, with a further 6 since then. As a result,
there is a minimum need to deliver 43 additional dwellings to 2036. In order to meet this
need, the local plan proposes the allocation of two housing sites:
• Land west of Langley Gardens and north of Ratcliffe Road, for between 35 and 50
dwellings; and
• Land at Station Road, for between 8 and 10 dwellings.

5.76

In addition, two sites have planning permission for housing:
• East Lane Ends, for 18 dwellings; and
• Belmont, for between 3 and 5 dwellings.
Development of the allocated sites and those with planning permission has the potential to
deliver between 64 and 83 dwellings. In addition to these sites the Northumberland
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment identifies another site that is considered
suitable (in part) for housing, the Coal Cells site (reference 2536) is located within the
settlement boundary and has the potential to deliver around 8 dwellings. The parish council
therefore does not consider it is necessary for the plan to identify further sites for housing
development but acknowledges that windfall sites and rural exceptions sites could be
come forward to add to the housing supply to meet local needs. Further information is
included within the housing background paper12.

5.77

12
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Meeting housing needs – including the provision of affordable housing
5.78

Prior to the preparation of the plan, the local community expressed concern that the mix
and scale of new housing provided within the parish does not meet their needs and also
that there is a need for housing that people can afford. Therefore, in order to inform the
policies of the plan, a separate housing needs survey13 and a housing needs assessment14
were commissioned.

5.79

The housing needs survey was sent to all households in the parish and had a response rate
of 28%. Key findings were:
• No suitable homes available locally; existing homes too large; or respondents could not
manage stairs;
• There is a need to adjust housing accommodation as people grow older - downsizing,
moving closer to village services and access issues using stairs;
• Need to accommodate new households including homes for single people and couples,
as well as young families; and
• The largest demand is for: two-bedroom bungalows and two-bedroom houses; followed
by three-bedroom houses and three-bedroom bungalows.

5.80

The housing needs survey also highlighted that affordability was a key issue for a proportion
of households in housing need. 28% of households expressing a housing need were
interested in renting affordable homes from a housing association (8 households), whilst
21% expressed a desire to rent homes from a private landlord (6 households). 32% of
respondents, who indicated their household income and expressed a housing need,
indicated an annual household income of less than £20,000.

5.81

Furthermore, the results showed strong support (82.9% in favour) for new affordable homes
that address proven housing needs identified through the survey with a priority for people
with a genuine local connection to Haydon Parish. 88.6% would be in favour of such housing
if specifically designed for older people and 84.9% for starter homes for younger and other
households. 61.5% would be in favour of such housing specifically designed for cohousing
communities (residents have independent housing units but come together to manage
their community and share activities) and 56.9% for live-work units (properties that
combine workplace and home, but with a distinct space for each).

5.82

Wishing to downsize was the most common reason for wanting to move among
respondents to the household survey, and this trend can be expected to become more
important in future. Downsizing may simply involve a smaller amount of outside space to
manage or fewer rooms which are still a good size. This makes properties easier to maintain.

5.83

The steering group has also found anecdotal evidence of local households, or households
with a local connection seeking to move back into the parish, finding difficulty in securing
social rented housing through Northumberland Homefinder system.

5.84

The housing needs assessment, which was undertaken by AECOM as part of the
governments technical support package for neighbourhood planning groups, identified:
• Compared with Northumberland, Haydon Parish has a higher proportion of detached
and terraced homes and a much lower proportion of flats;
• 14% of homes are bungalows, which is in line with the county average. Nevertheless, the
household survey points to very high demand for bungalows, particularly those with two
bedrooms. There are a number of one bedroom bungalows built in previous decades,
which are less popular. These might be repurposed for younger households, while new
bungalows should have a minimum of two bedrooms;
• The housing in Haydon Parish is dominated by mid-sized homes with three bedrooms.
Instead of providing more variety, recent building over the past 20 years has mostly focused
13
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on three bedroom homes despite how common they are already in Haydon Parish;
• As a result of the current housing stock and the projected future composition of the
population of the plan area, it identified that there will be a need for two and three
bedroom homes as a priority, despite the large number of three bedroom houses
already present. Building smaller homes would provide options for young or new
household and help to tackle affordability issues ;
• 2011 Census data reveals that Haydon Parish had a particularly large proportion of the
population aged 45-64. This large 45-64 group is likely to reach retirement age over the
lifetime of the plan and could well become the largest source of demand for housing.
5.85

The key messages from the housing needs assessment in relation to affordability are:
• The parish has a lower level of home ownership and a higher level of private renting than
across Northumberland and England as a whole;
• Since 2011, only 11 affordable homes (8 rent/3 affordable sale) have been built in the
parish compared with 109 homes for sale at full market price;
• 32% of residents could not afford the deposit for an entry-level/starter home (estimated
to be £11,500 for a £115,000 home);
• There is a large group who cannot afford to buy, who would be eligible for and benefit
from more of the kinds of affordable housing that help people become homeowners –
an estimated 101 households between now and 2036;
• There is a further group who cannot afford private rented and can only afford social
rented housing and more of this is also needed as soon as possible;
• As a result of the skewing of housing development in the last 20 years towards market
housing for sale, additional affordable housing, in particular social housing for rent, is a
priority for development till the end of the plan period; and
• Community-led housing is one way to deliver more affordable housing.

5.86

The housing needs assessment highlights how few affordable homes have been built in the
parish since the start of the plan period up to March 2020. With only 11 affordable homes (8
rent/3 affordable sale) built in the parish compared with 109 at full market price – only 9% of
the total new dwellings built in that period. This compares with the NCC minimum target in
the local plan of 15% affordable housing. Representing a shortfall of at least 7 units of
affordable housing in the housing developed so far during the plan period.

5.87

The emerging Northumberland Local Plan requires the provision of affordable housing at
various rates of all new homes, depending on which ‘value area’ the site falls within. Haydon
Parish lies within a ‘medium value area’, therefore 15% of affordable housing should be
provided on sites of 30 or more dwellings. The local plan also identifies a target tenure mix.
Within medium value areas this is identified as: 33% affordable homes to rent and 67%
affordable home ownership. This tenure mix is negotiable on a site-by-site basis, having
regard to the latest evidence, including local housing needs assessments, market
conditions and interest from registered providers. The mix will be expected to ensure at
least 15% of all homes on any site are for affordable home ownership products unless
national exceptions apply. The housing needs assessment does not provide evidence to
deviate from the approach contained within the local plan.

5.88

The local plan supports the development of community led housing as a vehicle to deliver
at least a proportion of the new social rented housing required to meet local housing need.
Both Haydon Parish Council and Haydon Bridge and Haydon Parish Development Trust are
committed to exploring and taking forward this option, as reflected in the community
actions for the plan.
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5.89

A further way of securing additional affordable housing outside the settlement boundary
and in more rural parts of the parish is through the use of rural exception sites. This matter
is addressed in detail in the local plan and it is not considered that the neighbourhood plan
could add anything further to this policy approach.

5.90

An important role for the planning system is to provide a policy framework to support the
provision of a mix of homes to meet identified needs. The emerging local plan contains policies
regarding the mix of new housing development and a detailed approach to the delivery of
affordable housing. The evidence at both county and parish levels identifies the need to
support the provision of smaller homes, including houses, bungalows and possibly flats,
particularly to support younger households looking to get onto the housing ladder and to
meet the needs of an ageing population, in particular older households looking to downsize.

5.91

Policy H14 therefore aims to help support plan objective 4 and create and maintain a
balanced and sustainable community across the plan area by providing the types of homes
that current and future residents need.

Policy H14. Meeting housing needs
The mix of housing types and tenure delivered on housing sites, including the provision
of affordable housing should have regard to and be informed by evidence of housing
needs, including the Haydon Parish Housing Needs Survey (2020) Haydon Parish
Housing Needs Assessment (2020) and the Northumberland Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (2018) and any subsequent updates.
Development will be assessed according to how well it contributes to meeting
identified needs, particularly through the provision of two and three bedroom homes,
including two bedroom bungalows.

Land west of Langley Gardens and north of Ratcliffe Road
5.92

Land west of Langley Gardens is the largest site in the Haydon Bridge settlement boundary
and is proposed to be allocated for housing in the local plan. Other than identifying an
indicative dwelling number for the site, the local plan does not contain any details regarding
the development of the site.

5.93

As a result of the size of the site and indicative level of development that could be
supported as well as its position and relationship with the rest of the village, a master
planning exercise has been undertaken to inform the future development of the site. Key
considerations for the site are:
• The need to shape the type and mix of housing to be developed on this site as a way of
counteracting the recent history of developer led new housing which has distorted the
housing mix and tenure away from meeting the priority housing needs of the parish; and
• To provide an exemplar to illustrate how the principles and aims of the Haydon Parish
Design Code might be put into practice not just in relation to housing but addressing
the wider sustainable development agenda in line with the sustainable development
and design policies of the plan.

5.94

The master planning exercise has identified the following requirements, those of which that
can be illustrated diagrammatically are shown on Figure 3 (page 47):
a. Scale and density:
The Northumberland Local Plan identifies a site capacity of 35 to 50 dwellings, as the
site is 2.2ha, this would equate to between 16 and 23 dwellings per hectare. The design
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Figure 3: Development principles for land to the west of Langley Gardens

© Crown copyright 2021 Ordnance Survey
100053143

code identifies that within this part of the village, the density ranges between 18-39
dwellings per hectare. Therefore, the range identified within the local plan is
appropriate;
b. Tenure mix:
The tenure mix should include at least 22% of affordable housing to make up the
identified need for affordable housing. In accordance with the findings of the housing
needs assessment, the priority will be affordable housing for rent rather than affordable
housing for sale, including a number of community-led housing units;
c. Housing for all ages:
The aim will be to create a balanced community, suitable for a mix of age groups, with
priority to:
• 1-2 bedroom starter homes for young people and families;
• Downsizer housing for older people with at least one bedroom downstairs and the
second/third bedroom(s) upstairs;
• 3 bedroom family housing;
• Accessible units for people with limited mobility (could be ground floor of small
flatted block and/ or bungalows);
d. Phasing of development:
The site should be developed during the plan period to meet local housing need in
accordance with the findings of the housing needs assessment and housing needs
survey. To secure the level of affordable housing needed it is acknowledged that it
could be appropriate to develop the site in two phases. The provision of the required
infrastructure should also inform the phasing of the development of the site;
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e. Landscape and views:
The design should contribute to the character of the surrounding area and retain and
enhance existing landscape features. The low-lying nature of the site means that both
inward and outward views should focus on the surrounding agricultural valley sides and
prominent ridge lines and retain the strong visual connection between the village and
the countryside. As a gateway site on the western entrance to the village the
development boundaries should create a soft urban edge retaining and enhancing
existing landscape features such as hedgerows;
f. Green infrastructure and biodiversity:
The development should seek to integrate with, join up and enhance existing green
infrastructure networks. Furthermore, it should seek to strengthen biodiversity and
the natural environment, protecting and enhancing existing habitats and biodiversity
corridors. Gardens and boundary treatments should be designed to allow movement
of wildlife and provide habitat for local species. Additional low-level hedging may be
required on Ratcliffe Roatd where there are gaps and to provide noise mitigation from
the adjacent railway line and Ratcliffe Road;
g. Public open space:
Open space should be incorporated into the development of the site, with a central
open space and linkages to the existing green infrastructure network. There is also
potential to deliver open space provision on land to the south of Ratcliffe Road;
h. Design and layout:
The Haydon Parish Design Code (2020) provides guidance on type, scale, height,
massing, roofline, materials, boundaries and private gardens to enable an overall
design that fits with the village vernacular. The design should seek to break up the
development into distinct elements by the use of courtyards and other such features;
i. Sustainability:
Sustainability is at the heart of this plan applicants should be able to demonstrate how
they had embedded sustainability into the scheme, such as the provision of electric
charging points and carbon neutral design, in line with the Design Code;
j. Access and routes:
The main vehicular access should be off Ratcliffe Road. A further road link to Langley
Gardens could provide an access and exit route for traffic in the existing estate looking
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to go west. There should also be bicycle and pedestrian access routes through the
existing housing estate (Langley Gardens) into the heart of the village. The design of
the estate should ensure that vehicles cannot go at high speed;
k. Vehicle parking:
Car and bicycle parking should meet NCC parking standards;
l. Flooding, surface water and foul drainage:
There is no fluvial flood risk on this site. However, there are issues around surface water
and foul drainage in Langley Gardens and other parts of the existing estate. Green
infrastructure should be integrated with sustainable foul and surface water
infrastructure and drainage systems and the management of flood risk;
m. Infrastructure requirements:
No specific infrastructure requirements have been identified in the Northumberland
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (2018). However, it would be essential for all infrastructure,
necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms is either in place, or
can be provided prior to the development being brought into use.

Policy H15. Land west of Langley Gardens and north of Ratcliffe Road
The development of between 35 to 50 dwellings on land west of Langley Gardens and
north of Ratcliffe Road, as identified in the Northumberland Local Plan, will be
supported where it can deliver the following:
a. A range of housing types and tenures which meets local needs identified within
the Haydon Housing Needs Assessment (2020) and Haydon Housing Needs
Survey (2020):
i. the tenure mix should include at least 22% affordable housing, the priority
being affordable housing for rent;
ii. house types should include one and two bedroom starter homes, homes
suitable for those looking to downsize (including bungalows), three bedroom
family homes and accessible homes suitable for those with limited mobility;
b. A development which contributes positively and through appropriate landscaping
integrates fully with the character of the surrounding area;
c. High quality design, which has been informed by the principles contained within
the Haydon Parish Design Code (2020) to ensure that the development fully
reflects the village vernacular and embeds sustainability;
d. A soft urban edge, which retains existing landscape features, such as hedgerows,
should be created at the western entrance to the village;
e. Biodiversity enhancements which link to existing wildlife corridors;
f. An appropriate level of open space which integrates with the existing green
infrastructure network;
g. Safe access for all with: the main vehicular access from Ratcliffe Road, with a
further link to Langley Gardens; and the provision of pedestrian and cycle routes
to the centre of the village;
h. Car and cycle parking which meets the requirements of the highway authority;
i. Appropriate surface and foul water infrastructure; and
j. The infrastructure needs of the development.
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VIBRANT AND THRIVING COMMUNITIES
Community services and facilities
5.95

Community infrastructure supports the health and well-being, social, educational, spiritual,
recreational, leisure and cultural needs of the community and is provided through a wide
range of venues. Community facilities are identified in the NPPF as: local shops, meeting
places, sports venues, open space, cultural buildings, public houses and places of worship.

5.96

The audit of community facilities and services undertaken by the steering group illustrated
that there are a wide range of community services and facilities and services in the parish,
almost of all of which are located in the village of Haydon Bridge15. As highlighted in early
engagement (see section 2) these facilities and services, both the range and number, are
highly valued by local residents and make an important contribution to the vitality and
viability of the parish. They show that the parish has a strong community infrastructure. The
household survey and early engagement provided strong support for the plan to include a
positive policy framework both to protect existing facilities of benefit to the local
community, and to support the development of new community infrastructure where gaps
have been identified, for example to address low broadband speed.

5.97

Local communities identified the following important issues and gaps in relation to
community facilities: need for a cafe in Haydon Bridge to provide social space and
refreshments for local people, visitors and tourists; a lack of facilities and services for

15
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younger people; a lack of facilities for older people; a need for more community learning
opportunities; an opportunity for a Saturday market; access to indoor and outdoor gym
facilities. Provision of these is addressed under community actions in Annex 1.
5.98

The NPPF is clear that the planning system should support the development of new
community facilities and that valued community facilities should be retained where
appropriate. The emerging Northumberland Local Plan provides protection against the loss
of local village convenience shops and public houses. It is however acknowledged that
planning permission is not always required to change the use of a building or land and this
restricts the opportunity to examine the possibility of securing the continued use of a
facility threatened with closure. Notwithstanding this, policy H16 will contribute to the
delivery of plan objective 5 which seeks to retain, enhance and protect important
community facilities and services. An additional community action is to strengthen
protection by looking at the feasibility of designating other community buildings (in
addition to the library) with NCC under community right to buy.

Policy H16. Community services and facilities
Development proposals to enhance the provision of community services and facilities
will be supported where the following criteria are met:
a. The development will not generate unacceptable noise, fumes, smell or other
disturbance to adjoining properties;
b. The development will not have an adverse impact on highway safety; and
c. Access arrangements and sufficient off-street parking can be satisfactorily
provided where practical without negatively impacting on adjoining uses.
The following facilities are identified as having great importance to the local
community and are identified on the policies map:
CF1 Haydon Bridge Community centre;
CF2 Langley Village Hall;
CF3 The Bridge: Community Library and Visitor Information Point;
CF4 Haydon Bridge Health Centre;
CF5 Schools (Shaftoe Trust Academy and Haydon Bridge High School);
CF6 Churches and church halls (St Cuthbert’s Anglican Church, St John’s Roman
Catholic Church, Haydon Bridge Methodist Church).
The following types commercial services are identified as being essential to the future
sustainability of the parish: newsagents/ convenience store, pharmacy, post office/
supermarket, pub/ restaurant, butchers and garage.
A development that would result in the loss of a building or land which provides a
community service or facility will only be supported where the applicant can
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the local planning authority that:
d. The facility is no longer needed in its current form;
e. A replacement facility of sufficient size, layout and quality is to be provided in an
alternative suitable location; or
f. It would not be economically viable or feasible to retain the facility and there is no
reasonable prospect of securing an alternative community use of the land or building.
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Haydon Bridge village centre
5.99

Haydon Bridge is designated as a service centre in the draft Northumberland Local Plan.
Service centres are those which are included in the second tier of the main settlement
hierarchy and have a range of mainly essential services and serve hinterlands. The level of
services allows visits to larger centres to be less frequent. Early engagement highlighted
the importance of protecting and enhancing the village centre as the heart of the
community, for retail, tourism and community services.

5.100 Since the 2008 Haydon Parish Plan the village centre has lost four businesses providing:
hair and beauty; garage; grocer/convenience store and a take-away. In their place only one
new business in the village centre has opened providing a clock and watch museum and
repairs and gifts. This highlights the vulnerability of Haydon Bridge going forward. The
community cannot afford the closure of other village centre businesses because of the
potential effect to the overall retail offer. The village centre includes: newsagents, pharmacy,
post office/convenience store, pubs, hotels, restaurants, butchers and a wider retail offer,
these provide key services and facilities to the local community as well as to those who live
outside the parish.
5.101 Policy H17 identifies a boundary for the Haydon Bridge Village Centre. This has been
informed by the Haydon Bridge Service Centre Boundary that is defined in the Tynedale
Core Strategy and those key services and facilities in the village that have been identified by
the local community as being important. The boundary has been drawn to reflect where
these key services and facilities are concentrated.
5.102 One of the positive effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, has been to encourage residents to
make more and better use of local shops and services. Some local retailers have also
responded by increasing the range of what they sold to the public, and/or began to offer
home delivery to residents, for example Claire’s Newsagents, WMH Farm Fresh Meats and
Murray Farmcare. Others, for example the General Havelock, began and continue to offer a
takeaway service. It will be important for local residents to continue this support and for
local businesses to continue to diversify their offer in response.
5.103 Policy H17 therefore seeks to support the vitality and competitiveness of Haydon Bridge as
a service centre to maintain or increase the quality of the service and retail offer in
accordance with objectives 5 and 6 of the plan.
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Policy H17. Haydon Bridge village centre
Development within Haydon Bridge Village Centre, as defined on the policies map, that
diversify and enhance the range of local shops, services and community facilities and
create jobs, strengthening the vitality and viability of the centres will be supported
where the following criteria are met:
a. The development will not generate unacceptable noise, fumes, smell or other
disturbance to adjoining properties;
b. The development will not have an adverse impact on highway safety; and
c. Access arrangements and sufficient off-street parking can be satisfactorily
provided where practical without negatively impacting on adjoining uses.

LOCAL ECONOMY
Overview of our economy
5.104 The economy background paper sets out the economic and employment context for the
parish16. Haydon Bridge provides both services and employment in the local area. In addition,
given its proximity to Hexham, and the fact that it is equidistant to both Newcastle and
Carlisle, it is part of a much wider south Tyne economic corridor. The 2011 census showed
that 75% of residents aged 16-74 are economically active, and 71% are in employment, and of
these 17% are self-employed. 3% are unemployed, 15% are retired and 2% are students.
5.105 The 2011 census also shows the main types of industries residents of Haydon Parish are
employed in. It shows a wide range of employment. In terms of type of occupation, the
largest category is skilled trades (19%) followed by professional occupations (15%). 69% of
those in employment worked full-time and 31% part-time. The household survey, showed
that over a quarter (27%) of residents in employment work in Haydon Parish, highlighting
the importance of local jobs for the local economy.
5.106 Overall, there are around 120 known businesses based in Haydon Parish, compared with 71
known businesses at the time of the 2008 Haydon Parish Plan. Local businesses are vital to
the economy of the parish and to employment. The increase in businesses reflects the
growing number of small businesses that provide services online without the need for an
office base. However, this will be an under-estimate as other often single person businesses
will be working from home and will not be known to the steering group.
5.107 The business survey identified a number of challenges, including for our businesses: broadband
speed; lack of or small size of premises or storage; lack of parking; external factors; sustainability
and funding; lack of time to market and scale up; and new ways of working.17
5.108 Businesses identified that the main ways in which the parish council can support the
retention, development or growth of businesses in the parish are: promoting a business
forum (52% of responses); developing planning policies that support different types of
business development in the parish (52% of responses); supporting the development of a
business hub - this could be shared offices or shared business support services (48% of
responses); and other ideas included promoting the village as a tourist destination.
5.109 There was positive feedback in both the business and household surveys in supporting
business development, including the possibility of allocating land for business use.
5.110 The emerging Northumberland Local Plan includes several policies which will ensure, where
planning permission is required, the retention and growth of local businesses, as well as
protecting employment land from non-employment generating uses. Policies identify: the
need to deliver economic growth whilst safeguarding the environment and community
well-being; allocation and protection of sites for employment development (this includes
Haydon Bridge Industrial Estate); support for home working; support for other employment
16
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uses in the built-up area; and support for the growth in the rural economy including
diversification. As a result, it is considered that the neighbourhood plan could not add any
further detail to that contained within the local plan.

Tourism
5.111

The NPPF requires planning policies to support sustainable rural tourism and leisure
developments that benefit businesses in rural areas, communities and visitors, and which
respect the character of the countryside. The 2008 Haydon Parish Plan identified tourism
as a key priority for securing the economic future of the parish after the opening of the
Haydon Bridge bypass. Tangible action from that plan included:
• The refurbishment of Haydon Bridge Library, which is now run by the development trust
through a volunteer workforce and providing a visitor information point as well as a
community library;
• Over the past year our teams of volunteers have noticed an increase in the use of our tourist
facilities with large groups of walkers and cyclists visiting. The number of visitors using the
Visitor Information Point has increased from 1,324 in 2013-14 to 1516 in 2019-20;
• The library is also developing a growing local archive initiative which is attracting visitors
to the parish whose family has had a local connection in the past;
• A further initiative to broaden the offer to both local people and visitors has been the
Haydon Hundred, a Cycle Sportive event held on the second Saturday in June offering
three routes of 60, 100 and 140 kilometres. Marketed through the British Cycling website
as well as locally, the event has run for seven years with 200-300 cyclists entered;
• There are also a number of hotels, bed and breakfasts/guest houses, and holiday cottages
in the parish, all of which enhance the tourist offer to visitors.

5.112

Early engagement highlighted the continuing importance of tourism to the economy of the
parish and ambition to see the tourist offer continue to grow and evolve. Policy H18 will
assist with delivering objective 6 as it will support existing and new tourism businesses.

Policy H18. Tourism
The development of tourism facilities and visitor accommodation within the Haydon
Bridge settlement boundary will be supported. Outside the settlement boundary,
where a countryside location is necessary, the development should:
a. Meet identified visitor needs for tourism facilities and/ or accommodation;
b. Support local employment and community services;
c. Ensure the provision of infrastructure relevant to the development; and
d. Respect the local landscape character of the countryside.
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Agriculture
5.113

Agriculture is an important part of the history and landscape of the parish. Large parts of
the parish are in agricultural use. Whilst the 2011 census showed that agriculture is no
longer one of the major industries (6.4% of employment), large parts of the parish are in
agricultural use, mainly sheep and cattle but also arable farming.

5.114

Farming also plays a much wider and more fundamental role than just as a local employer.
Early engagement highlighted the importance of farming and the rural landscape to people’s
sense of well-being and enjoyment of living in the parish. Farming is also critical to the
protection and enhancement of the landscape and the health of the natural environment.

5.115

Farmers are looking at diversification into areas such as regenerative farming and tourism
related initiatives. At a time of major challenge and change for the farming community after
Brexit, Policy H19 supports plan objectives 3,5 and 6 and provides a positive policy
framework for the farming community in the parish both to support the development and
diversification of the industry and enhance the natural environment.

Policy H19. Agriculture
New development that will support the agricultural industry, including farm
diversification schemes, will be supported. Development should respect local
character and local amenity, and by doing so, be sensitive to the distinctive character
of historic farmsteads and buildings and that of the countryside.

ACCESSIBILITY AND TRANSPORT
Sustainable transport
5.116 Haydon Bridge is well served by public transport having east west rail connections and bus
routes. The household survey found that many people were satisfied with the current level
of service although many thought services could be more regular. Some people considered
the lack of north/south public transport a problem, particularly with links to Hadrian’s Wall.
5.117

The private car forms the principal mode of transport in the village. The household survey
found that over 88% of residents used their cars for shopping trips and 64% for commuting
to work. Journeys between 5 and 10 miles were 88% car use for shopping and 73% for
commuting, this is well within the potential realm of active transport either cycling or
public transport. There was great dissatisfaction with the provision of car parking in the
village, particularly on Ratcliffe Road. The provision of electric car charging points within the
village is seen as important (67%). Car sharing was supported by 23% of respondents.
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5.118 The NPPF encourages a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions through the introduction of
measures which promote a decrease in the number of journeys made by car. It identifies
that planning policies should support a range of transport modes, with priority given to
walking, cycling and public transport as well as consideration of disabled access.
5.119 Haydon Bridge has an extensive network of rights of way in the form of footpaths,
bridleways and byways. These are greatly valued by residents, 86% of respondents to the
household survey said that the rights of way network were important to them and
enhanced their enjoyment of living in the village. 93% of people stated that ‘lovely
countryside and wildlife’ were one of the things people most liked about living in the village.
Many residents thought that enhancing the network with circular routes – see footpaths
audit18 – and the addition of missing connections were important with significant number
of respondents willing to become involved in an ‘adopt a footpath’ monitoring and
maintenance group.
5.120 Cycling is also very important to residents. There is great support for the further
development of cycle routes around the parish, cycle parking provision in the village and
electric bike charging points. A cycle path between Haydon Bridge and Hexham is seen as
hugely enhancing the village’s sustainable connectivity to Hexham for both shopping and
commuting as well as for tourism and leisure. These views were expressing in the
household survey (88% support) and was the most frequently mentioned transport issue at
the February 2020 drop-in event.
5.121

The walking and cycling network identified on the policies map consist of the public rights
of way within the parish and the road network where this is suitable for cycling or walking
(i.e. not the A69). In addition, the proposed cycle path to Hexham is shown.

5.122 Not all mobility and transport issues can be addressed though planning polices, therefore
the plan includes a number of community actions, which are included in appendix 1. They
address issues including: the provision of electric car charging points for residents and
visitors; car sharing clubs; enhancing public transport by more frequent time tabling and
the development of north/south routes, particularly to Hadrian’s Wall; provision of new links
to connect existing public rights of way; new additions of rights of way to the ‘definitive
map’; supporting the development of new cycle paths; the provision of secure cycle parking
within the village; and the provision of electric bike charging points. Policies 20 and 21 will
support the delivery of objective 5 through the delivery of sustainable transport.
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Policy H20. Sustainable transport and new development
Development will be supported where it maximises the use of sustainable modes of
transport, applicants must demonstrate, where relevant to the proposal how it has
been designed and located to:
a. Reflect the needs of: pedestrians; cyclists; public transport; commercial and
service vehicles; and private cars;
b. Create places and streets that are user friendly and safe for cyclists and
pedestrians, reflecting the requirements of the Haydon Parish Design Code;
c. Support sustainable transport choices such as, incorporating or creating new
pedestrian and cycle routes or improvements to existing routes to serve the
development that integrate into wider networks and provide safe and effective
routes to services and facilities;
d. Ensure existing or new public transport services can accommodate development
proposals, and where necessary, new accessible public transport routes and/or
improvements to the existing services and facilities can be secured;
e. Ensure that the cumulative impact on traffic flows on the highway network will not be
severe or that appropriate mitigation measures can be secured and are undertaken;
f. Incorporate an appropriate level of parking in order to meet defined parking standards;
g. Ensure the provision of appropriately located electric charging point in new
residential developments. It is expected that all new dwellings where dedicated
parking per house is provided will be required to have a charging point. Where
general parking areas are included in housing developments, these are required to
provide a charging point for each parking area;
h. Encourage the provision of electric charging points as part of new employment,
leisure or retail developments for staff and/or customers.

Policy H21. Walking and cycling network
Support will be given to development that will improve and extend the walking and cycling network, allowing greater access for all to new housing, the village centre, green
spaces, the countryside and neighbouring towns.
The walking and cycling network identified on the policies map will be protected from
development, unless:
a. There is a clear and demonstrable justification for the loss of the route; and
b. A suitable alternative route will be provided within an agreed timescale.
The route of a proposed new cycle route and footpath connecting Haydon Bridge and
Hexham, the general extend of which is identified on the policies map, will be protected from development, unless a suitable alternative route is provided, which will
similarly reduce the need to use a car.
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Annex 1: Delivering the vision – community actions
INTRODUCTION
As part of the process of developing the plan, a number of areas were identified by the local
community which cannot be addressed through the planning system. These have been identified
as ‘community actions’ – they do however relate to one or more of the policy areas.
These community actions are supported by the parish council. However, many of them will be
delivered by, or in conjunction with, other bodies such as the Haydon Bridge and Haydon Parish
Development Trust, or other community groups, some of which might need to be set up
specifically in order to take forward an action identified in the plan.
The community actions are grouped under the 7 plan objectives.
The parish council want these projects to be taken forward. This will only happen if there is enough
community support, including (but not only) hands on support. It is your chance to get involved
and make things happen. A separate response form has been prepared to capture expressions of
interest in helping to deliver the community actions. This is available on our website, where you
can either complete it online or download the form and email or post it back to us. Alternatively,
you can pick up a paper copy of the community actions response form from and drop the
completed form back to Claire’s Newsagents
KEY: DT = Haydon Bridge Development Trust; HBNZ = Haydon Bridge Net Zero – the Parish
Energy Group; PC = Parish Council; NPG = The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
‘Short term’ = <12 months; ‘Longer term’ = >12months
Community action

Short
term

Longer Who?
term

Objective 1: Sustainability and climate change
1a

Secure funding for initial overall feasibility of community-led
renewable energy options for the parish
Go on to Secure funding for detailed feasibility and development
of community scale renewable heat and power initiatives

DT, HBNZ

1b

Provide advice and support for individual household initiatives
to move from carbon to renewable energy heating and power

HBNZ, PC

1c

Work with the Environment Agency, Northumberland County
Council, and Northumbria Water on flood prevention initiatives
to reduce the risk of flooding

PC/flood
group

1d

Explore and take forward other projects linked to carbon
reduction and fuel poverty

DT, HBNZ,
Rural Design
Centre

Objective 2: Built and historic environment
2a

Update the 2008 Village Design Statement

NPG

2b

Work with NCC to update the conservation area
character appraisal

NPG/PC
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Community action

Short
term

Longer Who?
term

Objective 3: Natural environment
3a

Set up community tree planting initiative and community orchard

NPG/PC

3b

Set up group to undertake regular village enhancement work
(e.g. planting/weeding/clean up/other improvements)

NPG

3c

Explore the interest and potential for smallholding development
to sell produce locally

NPG/

3d

Develop community spaces and habitat creation projects
– e.g. wildlife ponds and enhancing wildlife corridors

NPG

3e

Work with farmers to promote regenerative farming and selling
direct to consumers

NPG

Tynedale
West Food
Network

Objective 4: Housing
4a

Provide information for the community about how the NCC
Homefinder system works for social housing lettings

NPG/PC

4b

Develop a Local Lettings Policy

NPG/PC

4c

Develop Community led social housing, and agree the
development, ownership and management mechanisms to
make this happen

DT
supported
by PC

Objective 5: Vibrant and thriving communities
5a

Undertake feasibility for community or commercial café/coffee
shop/social area/internet links for home workers (possibly with
a bakery)

DT/NPG

5b

Secure access to the High School facilities outside school hours
(e.g. tennis courts; sports hall and secure funding for equipment
to develop a community gym in the hall)

PC

5c

Identify which community facilities should be registered with NCC
under community right to buy (in addition to the Library building)

NPG/PC

5d

Explore options to develop additional services for older people

NPG

5e

Explore ideas to develop services for young people

PC/NPG

5f

Secure funding to provide outside gym equipment in one or
more locations in the Parish

NPG/DT/PC

5g

Work with the county council to secure additional community
learning opportunities and classes based within the parish

NPG

5h

Undertake a feasibility for setting up a Saturday market

NPG

5i

Work with We fibre to promote high speed broadband for
households and businesses in the parish (links to 6a)

PC/DT/NPG
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Community action

Short
term

Longer Who?
term

Objective 6: Local economy
6a

Assess support for a Business Forum or other options for
businesses to share ideas and support

NPG/DT

6b

Assess support for the development of a business hub

NPG

6c

Develop further initiatives to promote Haydon Parish as a
tourist destination and gateway

DT &
Tourism
businesses

Objective 7: Accessibility and transport
7a

Support feasibility work with NCC, sustrans and other partners
about developing a cycle route from Haydon Bridge to Hexham
(or potentially Wylam to Haltwhistle

7b

Undertake feasibility to establish 2-4 public electric car
charging points in the village

HBNZ

7c

Secure funding to install secure cycle racks at key points in the
village – e.g. train station

DT/NPG

7d

Undertake footpath initiatives including: work on making
footpaths more accessible; and setting up an ‘adopt a
footpath’ scheme

HBNZ

7e

Complete work with NCC and landowners about improving
parking and accessibility

PC

7f

Explore opportunities to enhance travel links N and S of the
Parish linked to tourism

PC/HBNZ

7g

Investigate the level of interest in setting up a car sharing club
and take forward if interest is shown

DT/HBNZ
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Annex 2: Design Codes
As part of the government’s technical support programme, AECOM were commissioned to prepare a
design code for the plan area. The design code was developed to ensure new development meets high
standards and responds to the character of the local area. It includes the following design vision:

“

Landscape and views

New development protects the natural environment and important green spaces of the
parish as well as retaining and enhancing existing landscape features and important views.

Connectivity
The public realm is people, not car, centred, supporting walkers, cyclists and horse riders.

Built form and materials
The design, materials, layout and views of all new housing supports and reinforces the
character and distinctiveness of Haydon Bridge and its surrounding hamlets. Large clusters
of developments of uniform design and materials which do not reflect the local area,
particularly red brick, have been avoided.

Heritage
New development protects the historic and heritage assets both in the Conservation Area
and the wider parish. Planning decisions are informed by the Haydon Bridge Village Design
Statement (2008) and this Design Code.

Sustainability
The sustainability of the parish has been promoted and its carbon footprint reduced.
Specific initiatives have been supported, particularly those focusing on:
• Carbon capture;
• Energy efficient technologies and initiatives for existing housing, and innovative new
low energy housing to support this aim, without compromising the integrity of other
aspects of the Design Code; and
• Green energy generation.

Engagement with developers
Potential developers engage with the Parish Council about how and where to develop and
describe how their proposals accord with this Design Code, as well as the Haydon Bridge
Village Design Statement before planning applications are submitted. High quality proposals
that address housing need in terms of design, dwelling type, size and sustainability are
supported. The local authorities use this Design Code (in conjunction with the Haydon
Bridge Village Design Statement) to refuse developments that do not meet required
standards or are not consistent with the criteria set out in these documents.
The design codes themselves provide guidance on:
• Working with the site character and its context;
• Connectivity and public realm;
• Pattern of built form;
• Architecture and materials; and
• Sustainability.

”

The document also includes a design checklist which sets out the questions to ask and issues to
consider when presented with a development proposal.
The design code is available at:
http://haydon-bridge.co.uk/documents/HaydonParishNorthumberlandDesignCode.pdf
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Annex 3: Designated heritage assets
WORLD HERITAGE SITE
Title

List entry

Frontiers of the Roman Empire (Hadrian’s Wall)

1000098

SCHEDULED MONUMENTS
Title

List entry

Langley Barony Mines, Haydon Bridge

1006413

Bastles at Chesterwood

1006432

Bridge at Haydon Bridge

1006490

Roman camp, 290m north west of Seldom Seen

1006497

Staward Pele

1006592

Coesike East Roman temporary camp

1010937

Coesike West Roman temporary camps 1 and 2

1010938

Grindon School Roman temporary camp

1010939

Hadrian's Wall and vallum between the field boundary at Brown Dikes and the field boundary east
of turret 34a in wall miles 32, 33 and 34

1010963

Hadrian's Wall and associated features between the boundary east of turret 34a and the field boundary
west of milecastle 36 in wall miles 34, 35 and 36

1010964

The vallum and early Roman road between the field boundary east of turret 34a and the field boundary
west of milecastle 36 in wall miles 34, 35 and 36

1010965

Langley and Blagill lead smeltmills, flue and chimney

1018211

Housesteads Fort, section of Wall and vallum between the field boundary west of milecastle 36
and the field boundary west of turret 37a in wall miles 36 and 37

1018585

Earthwork and buried remains of Stublick Colliery, immediately south east of Stublick

1021259

GRADE I LISTED BUILDINGS
Title

Location

List entry

Haydon Old Church

Old Haydon

1042514

Langley castle

Langley

1154672
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GRADE II* LISTED BUILDINGS
Title

Location

List entry

High Staward farmhouse with back yard, walls and
outbuildings attached

High Staward

1042507

Main group of farm buildings and walls to north east of High
Staward farmhouse

High Staward

1042508

Church of St Cuthbert

Church Street, Haydon Bridge

1154539

Smithy and shelter sheds 60 metres north east of High
Staward farmhouse

High Staward

1303736

Old coal mine buildings south-east of Stublick farmhouse

Stublick

1370425

Pigsties 30 metres north east of Stublick farmhouse

High Staward

1370846

Title

Location

List entry

Memorial cross 300 metres east of Light Birks farmhouse

A686

1042498

Haydon Spa

A69

1042499

House adjoining west end of Mellom Cottage

Chesterwood

1042500

Outbuilding to south-east of green

Chesterwood

1042501

War memorial 30 metres south west of parish church

Church street, Haydon Bridge

1042502

Coastley farmhouse

Coastley

1042503

West Deanraw farmhouse

West Deanraw

1042504

Harsondale farmhouse

Harsondale

1042505

Station Cottages 2

Haydon Bridge

1042506

Anchor Hotel

John Martin Street, Haydon Bridge

1042509

Cottage to north west of Lipwood House

Lipwood

1042510

Stable range to north of Lipwood House

Lipwood

1042511

Sewingshields farmhouse

Sewing Shields

1045001

18-24, Shaftoe Street, Haydon Bridge

Shaftoe Street, Haydon Bridge

1045002

1-25, Shaftoe Terrace, Haydon Bridge

Shaftoe Terrace, Haydon Bridge

1045003

Wall with attached outbuildings to rear of numbers 1 to 25,
Shaftoe Terrace, Haydon Bridge

Shaftoe Terrace, Haydon Bridge

1045004

GRADE II LISTED BUILDINGS
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GRADE II LISTED BUILDINGS (continued)
Title

Location

List entry

Staward Manor

Staward

1045005

Roman altar on lawn immediately south of Staward Manor

Staward

1045006

Gatehouse to Staward Pele 65 metres south east of pele

Staward

1045007

Threepwood Hall

Threepwood

1045008

Garden walls to the east of Threepwood Hall

Threepwood

1045009

West Wharmley farmhouse

Wharmley

1045010

Old cottage and shelter sheds 50m south-west of West
Wharmley farmhouse

Wharmley

1045011

Barn and gingang 50 metres south-west of Wood Hall
farmhouse

Wood Hall

1045012

Esp Hill farmhouse

A686, Haydon Bridge

1154451

Chimney to flue from former Langley lead smelting mill

B6305

1154466

'The golf house' outbuilding

Chesterwood

1154494

Building 10m west of house adjoining west end of Mellom
Cottage

Chesterwood

1154518

Garden wall railings and gate to south east of Coastley
farmhouse

Coastley

1154547

Elrington Hall farmhouse

Elrington

1154553

Old bridge, now footbridge

Haydon Bridge

1154570

Lipwood house gate piers to stable yard

Lipwood

1154748

Wall and gate piers to west of Threepwood House

Threepwood

1154977

East Wharmley farmhouse

Wharmley

1154980

Barn adjoining West Wharmley farmhouse to south west

Wharmley

1154984

Garden gate piers wall and railings to south of West Wharmley Wharmley
farmhouse

1155012

Wood Hall farmhouse and adjacent cottages

Wood Hall

1303554

Walls enclosing garden to east of Lipwood House

Lipwood

1303666

Congregational chapel

North Bank, Haydon Bridge

1303671
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GRADE II LISTED BUILDINGS (continued)
Title

Location

List entry

Lipwood House

Lipwood

1303696

Garden walls to south and west of High Staward farmhouse

High Staward

1303725

Garden wall and area railings to no. 2 Station Cottages

Haydon Bridge

1303749

High Shaw (house 300 metres east of High Staward farmhouse) High Staward

1303754

Whinnetley farmhouse

Whinnetley

1303831

Staward Pele

Staward

1370424

Threepwood Hall farmhouse

Threepwood

1370426

Barn and adjoining shelter shed to east of West Wharmley
farmhouse

Wharmley

1370427

Alton side house and cottage adjoining

B6319

1370844

Vicarage to east of parish church

Haydon Bridge

1370845

Workshop 200 metres due east of B6295/A686

Langley

1370847

Middle Lipwood farmhouse

Lipwood

1370848

Springhead structure and four troughs

Chesterwood Green, Chesterwood

1393495

CONSERVATION AREA
Title
Haydon Bridge Conservation Area
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Annex 4: Non-designated heritage assets
Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

w3w address

Air raid shelter

Air raid shelter

Former air raid shelter located in field,
presumably for residents of New Alston.

///feared.wand.
compounds

The Giants Leg Haydon
alleyway
Bridge

Alleyway

Narrow alleyway from Ratcliffe Road to
the riverside, Haydon Bridge.

///overlaid.piston.
reckons

East Haydon
Bastle

Haydon

Bastle

Parts of a post-medieval bastle can be seen in
the stonework of East Haydon Farmhouse.

///footballers.stems.
movies

Hill House
Bastle

Chesterwood Bastle

The hamlet of Hill House has several dwellings
set round a large yard and the house on the
east side seems 19th century. The other
dwellings are all conversions of farm buildings
but the one on the west of the yard has walls
over one metre thick and seems almost
certainly to have been a bastle. It has few of the
characteristic features seen on many bastles
but the corner stones are similar.

///conquest.trade.
shifters

Page Croft
Bastle

Haydon

Page Croft is a post-medieval bastle, which
originally consisted of two tower houses and a
barn. These buildings were incorporated into
one building in the 19th century.

///releases.cloth.
firepower

Mellom
Cottage

Chesterwood Bastle

Chesterwood
Farmhouse

Chesterwood Bastle,
farmhouse

New Alston

Bastle

///stews.decorator.
again
///acrobat.howler.
The original part of Chesterwood Farmhouse
gentlemen
may have been a bastle. It has one huge
upstanding boulder in the plinth at the north
east corner and the walls are at least 0.9m thick.
When the house was renovated some years ago
an upper doorway was seen in the south wall as
well as evidence that the walls had been
heightened by 0.6m or so, to the present level.

Former smithy Elrington

Blacksmith's
workshop

Elrington Farm

///iceberg.coached.
throat

Former smithy Langley

Blacksmith's
workshop

Langley Dam

///opposite.educated.
hypocrite

Smithy at
Stublick
Colliery

Langley

Blacksmith's
workshop

The smithy first appears on historic mapping
///elated.dynasties.
on the first edition Ordnance Survey map of
tests
1865. It lies to the north-east of the main
colliery buildings. In 2006 it was a roofless
single-storey structure, built of coursed,
squared masonry with dressed quoins. The
building measures about 6.6m long by 4.8m
wide. The masonry is of poorer quality than that
of the other buildings on the site and has no
features of architectural detail. The north and
south elevations have a doorway and window,
and there are remains of a fireplace inside.

Harlowfield
Brick and Tile
Works

Langley

Brickworks

A pair of kilns remain here to show the site of
Harlowfield Brick and Tile Works site of the
mid- and later half of the 19th century. The site
used clays dug from near the ground surface in
a large clay pit to produce brick, pipes and tiles
for the immediate area. The site is known to
have been working from 1869 to 1894 at least the presence of the site on the first and second
editions of the Ordnance Survey mapping of
the area suggest that there was earlier and
later working at the site as well. Many smaller
brick- and tile-works failed to last so long.
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

w3w address

Langley Barony Langley
Fireclay
Company
Brickworks

Brickworks

This is the site of the Langley Barony Fireclay
Company Brickworks; it was worked from
1886 to 1953 using fireclay from the nearby
Stublick Colliery initially and then later from
the Wylam and Throckley areas. The site
produced bricks marked "LBSBC", as well as
sanitary wares marked "BARONITE". The site
had a number of kilns and buildings where the
clay was pressed and dried before firing. There
were many other fireclay-using sites in this
area and the southeast of Northumberland.
Unlike most of them this site lasted for
sometime - in part aided by the ownership of
the clay source - and the production of many,
and varied, items for sale.

///sensual.foot.
mended

St John of
Beverley
RC Church

Haydon
Bridge

Church

Catholic church, north of The Mount, North
Bank, Haydon Bridge. Constructed after 1865.

///wrenching.tacky.
heartache

Woodhall Mill

Haydon
Bridge

Corn Mill

Mill Race - the remains of a mill race have
been identified as a well-dressed stone
feature beside the Lowgate road.

///treatable.drop.
trains

Cow house at
High Stublick
Farm

Langley

Cow House

A pair of cow houses, locally known as byres
are present attached to the farmhouse at
High Stublick Farm. The larger of these
includes a number of stalls which would have
been used to separate the cattle.

///purified.imprints.
barstool

Grindon farm
buildings

Haydon

Cow House

The farm buildings at Grindon Farm were built
at the same time as the farmhouse. They are
arranged around four sides of a farmyard and
include byres and stables.

///dries.richer.
grouping

East Land
Ends Farm

Haydon
Bridge

Farm

The adjacent cottage was the birthplace of the
artist, John Martin, in 1789.

///crystal.sandwich.
sway

West Land
Ends Farm

Haydon
Bridge

Farm

East
Brokenheugh
farm buildings

Haydon
Bridge

Farm

The farm was in existence in 1833 being
tenanted to a Mr Todd.

///sonic.wrist.
stumble

East
Brokenheugh
farm buildings

Haydon
Bridge

Farm

The farm was in existence in 1833 being
tenanted to a Mr Todd.

///sonic.wrist.
stumble

West
Brokenheugh
farm buildings

Haydon
Bridge

Farm

Typical example of late 18th, early 19th century
farm buildings, some of which are falling into
disrepair.

///coverings.drag.
constrain
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

w3w address

Esp Hill Farm
buildings

Haydon
Bridge

Farm buildings

Documentary evidence shows the farm may
have been built sometime between 1769 and
1820 and it was certainly in existence by 1828.
In the middle of the 19th century the farm was
tenanted and owned by the Greenwich
Hospital Commissioners. Then the farm
buildings comprise a U-shaped plan with an
additional agricultural building to the east, as
well as the farmhouse. The first edition
Ordnance Survey maps shows the addition of a
square or apsidal gingang against the west
elevation of one of the ranges. The three main
ranges form a U-shaped plan comprising cart
sheds, a possible hen house, barn and cereal
processing area, shelter sheds with granary
above, and loose box and byre with haylofts
above. These represent a mixed economy
farm. Evidence of the possible gingang is only
present in the existence of a blocked aperture
in the wall of the barn which could be evidence
of a former threshing machine which would
have been powered by the gingang. By 1865 a
small building had been constructed in the
courtyard and it may have been a turnip house
or root store for winter fodder. The easternmost range may have originally been a hay
barn, although its south-east elevation has
been removed and rebuilt in brick in the 20th
century. The covered foldyard roof is supported by iron pillars. The farm buildings are an
example of a planned farmstead arranged
around a foldyard where cattle were wintered.
Interestingly, the barn is not the dominant
building on the farmstead and it is possible
that the gingang was an original feature from
the start, in the early 19th century, and the
traditonal barn for hand-flail threshing was not
required in this case.

///muddle.flock.
comforted

Beamwham
farm buildings

Stanegate
Road

Farm buildings

North of Beamwham Farmhouse is a group of
farm buildings arranged around three sides of a
farm yard. The buildings include a hay barn,
shelter sheds, granary and stables. Part of an
earlier, 18th century house may be incorporated
into the stables. This is an exceptionally
complete and attractive group.

///keen.racetrack.
author

Sewingshields
Farm foldyard

Hadrians
Wall

Farm buildings

A 19th century foldyard and attached hay barn
south-east of Sewingshields Farmhouse. The
fold is built of simple masonry in local
sandstone with undecorated traditional
windows and door openings. The roofs are
traditional timber truss construction with
slate roof covering and clay ridge.

///mildest.structure.
level

Farm cottage
at High
Stublick Farm

Stublick

Farm cottage

A farm labourer's cottage is attached to the
west side of High Stublick Farmhouse. The
small cottage would have likely been for a
worker on the farm.

///setting.tangent.
skim

House at High
Stublick Farm

Stublick

Farm cottage

A small house is attached to the stock yard as
part of a range of buildings at High Stublick
Farm. This is not the farmhouse of the complex,
but more likely that built for the foreman or
annual agricultural worker's who worked here.

///lyricist.postings.
pokers
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

w3w address

Centurial stone Hadrians
at Sewingshields Wall
Farm

Farmhouse

Sewingshields Farm is built entirely with stone
from Hadrian's Wall. In the porch there is an
inscribed centurial stone which tells that the
'Century of Gellius Philippus' erected this part
of the wall.

///change.uttering.
adventure

Beamwham
Farmhouse

Stanegate
Road

Farmhouse

Beamwham Farmhouse was built in the early
19th century and added to between 1880 and
1900.

///threaded.lasts.
smoke

Grindon
Farmhouse

Grindon

Farmhouse

Grindon Farmhouse was built in the mid 19th
century. It stands close to a group of
contemporary and little-altered farm buildings.

///scare.doors.
superbly

Grindon Hill
Farmhouse

Stanegate
Road

Farmhouse

The farmhouse at Grindon Hill was built in
about 1830 and extended in the late 19th
century. It is a large farmhouse with the
right-hand part representing the original house.

///occurs.tastier.
shops

Graveyard

Haydon
Bridge

Graveyard

Cemetery, north of Alexandra Terrace, orginally
with a Mortuary Chapel, first shown on
Ordnance Survey map of 1860, revised 1895
and 1920 but does not appear on another
Ordnance Survey map of 1865.

///scan.fidelity.reply

Church of
St Cuthbert,
graveyard

Haydon
Bridge

Graveyard

Graveyard

Haydon

Graveyard

St Cuthbert's Chapel at Haydon also known as
Haydon Old Church

Ladyshield

Stanegate
Road

House

Ladyshield is a good example of the humblest
///siesta.excavated.
type of cottage still surviving in Northumberland. expired
It incorporates a stable and byre, or cow house,
in with the house, all under one roof. It was built
in the early to mid 19th century and has just two
rooms in the house part. The property appears
to have undergone several inappropriate
alterations and extensions.

No 1 East
Land Ends

Haydon
Bridge

House

Birthplace of John Martin

///narrow.justifies.
wiser

Low Hall

Haydon
Bridge

House

Low Hall, to north side of A686, now divided
into separate properties, appears as a
substantial property at the east entrance to
the village on the Tithe Award Plan of 1840.

///airless.eyelash.
waistcoat

Haydon Lodge

Haydon
Bridge

House

Mid 19th Century ashlar stone house and
outbuilding, North Bank, Haydon Bridge. First
appears on Tithe Award Plan of 1841. Property
now forms part of the High School.

///shatters.
momentous.foiled

Haydon Park
House

Haydon
Bridge

House

Large late 19th Century ashlar stone house,
North Bank, Haydon Bridge. First appears on
Ordnance Survey map of 1920. Property now
forms part of the High School.

///mouths.shorts.
central

Selwood House Haydon
Bridge

House

Large late 19th Century ashlar stone house,
North Bank, Haydon Bridge. First appears on
Ordnance Survey map of 1895.

///sheds.embellish.
warmers
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Type of site
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St John of
Beverley RC
Presbytery

Haydon
Bridge

House

Presbytery to east side of church constructed
after 1865.

///speedily.trespass.
miles

Brokenheugh
Lodge

Haydon
Bridge

House

The Lodge, built in ashlar stone about 1896,
was the former gatehouse for the Brokenheugh
Estate, originally owned by Lord Joicey MP.

///surface.kept.
coping

Brokenheugh
Hall

Haydon
Bridge

House

Former Hunting Lodge for Lord James Joicey,
member of parliament and and one of the
largest coal owners in the country at the turn
of the century. House built of slate over ashlar
stone about 1896. From 1887 Lord Joicey's seat
was Longhirst Hall near Morpeth. In 1906 he
bought the Ford Castle estate and in 1908 the
Etal Castle estate in North Northumberland.

///eggs.lands.
catchers

Nos 1-11
Alexandra
Terrace

Haydon
Bridge

Houses

Terrace of houses constructed of welsh slate
over sandstone walls between 1900 and 1903.

///unstable.
backswing.metro

Former
shopfronts

Haydon
Bridge

Houses

Ratcliffe Road, John Martin and Church Streets

Temple Houses Haydon
Bridge

Houses

Eighteenth century cottages. Formerly
Pandon. Although altered, the single storey
buildings are an important example of
eighteenth century cottages in the area and
represent an important period in the history of
Haydon Bridge. The alterations are reversible.

///marble.encoded.
observers

36 Ratcliffe
Road

House

Ratcliffe Road has evolved over centuries.
Number 36 shows the shape of an earlier
building marked on its gable illustrating the
profile and building line of earlier arrangements
of the street.

///surpassed.working.
fastening

Saw mill and
Langley
lamp room at
Stublick Colliery

Lamphouse
and sawmill

The saw mill and lamp room are marked on the
first edition Ordnance Survey map of 1865 and
are located to the west of the colliery site. The
saw mill, or smaller engine house, is built of
high quality coursed square ashlar masonry,
with a Welsh slate roof. A chimney is located
west of the saw mill. The lamp room straddles
the boundary wall of the enclosure in which
the buildings are situated and is built of poorer
quality masonry, which together with clear
construction breaks between the two
buildings shows it is a later addition.

///tripods.cracking.
awards

Langley Barony Haresby
Lead Mine Road
Joicey Shaft
structures

Lead mine
structures

Remains of former lead mine shafts, north and
south sides of Haresby Road

///incurring.newer.
segmented

Beamwham
lime kiln

Lime kiln

Beamwham lime kiln was built in the early 19th
century. It was used to burn limestone, turning
it into quicklime, which was used as a soil
fertiliser and as an ingredient in mortar. The
lime kiln is partially ruined.

///postage.stressed.
shrugging

Haydon
Bridge

Stanegate
Road
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

Harsondale
lime kiln

Langley

Lime kiln

This is one the finest and best preserved lime
///thuds.commit.
kilns in the area. It has two identical pointed
pictures
arches, 2.5m high, each giving way to a single
eye (now collapsed). The two arches are served
by a single large oval pot, whose stone (not
firebrick) lining survives intact. The kiln stands
about 4.5m high and is intact even to the
edge-set capstones on the top of the façade.
Although it is built into a slight slope, it is largely
an upstanding structure. Against the south wall
are the ruins of a small bothy or tool shed.

Lough Green
lime kiln

Haydon
Bridge

Lime kiln

The ruins of a post-medieval lime kiln stand at
Lough Green. There are three draw arches
although part of the structure has collapsed. It
is built of sandstone and stands in a long
narrow quarry.

///barbarian.pulsing.
movies

Moss Kennels
Farmhouse

Hadrians
Wall

Farmhouse

A mid-19th century farmhouse. A datestone
with the date 1842 appears to have been
reused from another building.

///inch.connected.
hobbit

Independent
Chapel

Haydon
Bridge

Methodist
chapel

An Independent Chapel is shown on the First
Edition 25-inch Ordnance Survey map of about
1860. Now a private house.

///dreamers.
calendars.protest

Former
Haydon
Methodist
Bridge
Chapel (United
Free)

Methodist
chapel

A Methodist Chapel (Unite Free) is shown on the ///putter.petrified.
First Edition 25-inch Ordnance Survey map of
cuter
about 1860. Now a private house on south side
of Ratcliffe Road.

Former
Primitive
Methodist
Chapel

Haydon
Bridge

Methodist
chapel

A Methodist Chapel (Primitive) is shown on the
First Edition 25-inch Ordnance Survey map of
about 1860. Now Watsons Garage.

///revives.scorecard.
simulates

Primitive
Methodist
Chapel

Haydon
Bridge

Methodist
chapel

Methodist Chapel 1863 and enlarged in 1884.

///dabbing.essay.
hooked

Former
Wesleyan
Chapel

Haydon
Bridge

Methodist
chapel

A Wesleyan Chapel was built in Haydon Bridge
in 1873. It has now gone out of use and is now a
private house.

///housework.
register.plots

Former
Methodist
Chapel
(Wesleyan)

Haydon
Bridge

Methodist
chapel

A Methodist Chapel (Wesleyan) is shown on the
First Edition 25-inch Ordnance Survey map of
about 1860. Now a private house on south side
of Ratcliffe Road.

///goodbye.fool.
seabirds
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Description

Langley
Methodist
Chapel

Methodist
chapel and
school

The Primitive Methodist Chapel is dated 1870
///nametag.
and a schoolroom was added in 1903. The main protester.illogical
body of the chapel is rectangular, with a very
small vestry set off-centre at the west end and
the later schoolroom at the east end. The
chapel and porch are built of stone with Welsh
slate roofs. A stone tablet is inscribed
'PRIMITIVE METHODIST CHAPEL 1870'. Inside
the chapel the fittings seem to date to the early
20th century, with the possible exception of the
boarded dado which may be contemporary with
the building. The dais is set centrally at the west
end, with an open communion rail in front and
two ranks of benches on either side, facing eight
pairs in the main body. The schoolroom has a
boarded dado and a fireplace with its original
range. Outside the chapel are some other
structures including a small enclosure between
the chapel and the road and the Caretaker's
House, built in the 1880s and still fulfilling its
original function. Primitive Methodists had
been meeting in the area since 1833. By 1840
the congregation had reached 25 and they were
using a preaching room at High Mill, but a
permanent chapel was only built as late as 1870,
as the landowners considered that having one
nonconformist chapel at Langley (the Wesleyan
Chapel) was sufficient. The chapel cost £300 to
build and the adjacent minister's house a
further £200.

Langley

Milking parlour Stublick
at High
Stublick Farm

Milking parlour A milking parlour has been recorded at High
Stublick Farm. This is a typical building of a
Northumbrian upland farm.

Privy house and Stublick
store building
at High Stublick
Farm

Privy and
storehouse

A privy house and store building are located to ///shining.epidemics.
the southwest of the High Stublick Farm. These, foresight
needless to say, are located away from the main
domestic buildings of the farmstead.

The Railway
Hotel

Public house

The Railway Hotel at the junction of Church
///absorbs.remarking.
Street and Ratcliffe Road is a robust eighteenth than
century inn positioned at the end of the
footbridge providing an attractive counterpoint
to the Anchor Hotel on the south side.

Railway line
structures

Bridges at Woodhall, Elrington, Langley,
Staward, High Staward

Haydon
Bridge

Hexham to
Allendale
Railway line
bridges and
structures not
already recorded

///replenish.boats.
placidly

Staward Halt

Staward

Railway station A small railway station was constructed as part
of the Hexham and Allendale Railway. The
buildings of the station remain as a private
house. This was known by the names Staward
Halt and later just Staward.

///reclaim.shield.
occupations

Signal Box

Haydon
Bridge

Railway station

///pines.juggled.pies
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Structure/site Location

Type of site

Elrington
Elrington
Railway Station

Railway station Former railway station, now private house.
///driver.knitted.
Elrington Railway Station was constructed as
dividers
part of the Hexham and Allendale Railway. It had
so few passengers that this was later relegated
to being a halt on the line only. The remains of a
cattle pound to hold cattle before their loading
onto trains can be seen from the nearby road
bridge.

Langley
Langley
Railway Station

Railway station Langley Railway Station was constructed as
part of the Hexham and Allendale Railway. This
was known as Langley-on-Tyne between 1936
and 1950 when the line closed. The buildings of
the station remain, though now converted to a
tea shop and garden centre.

Royal Observer New Alston
Corps
monitoring
post

Royal Observer The site of a Royal Observer Corps underground ///ballroom.identity.
monitoring post.
deodorant
Corps
monitoring
post

Shaftoe Trust
Haydon
School (now
Bridge
Wise Shaftoe
Trust Academy)

School

The school was founded in 1685 by the Reverend ///forensic.staring.
John Shaftoe and built by its trustees in 1697.
eradicate
The present buildings are relatively modern but
stand on the same site and bear a datestone
with a Latin inscription and the date 1697.

Smelt mill

Woodhall Mill is recorded as a lead smelting mill ///grunt.food.lashed
from the later 17th century when operated on
behalf of the Radcliffe family. Lead slag has been
recorded in the adjacent scrub woodland to the
north-east.

Woodhall Mill
Farm

Haydon
Bridge

Description

w3w address

///resonated.
walking.ironic

Stationmaster's Elrington
house at
Elrington

Stationmaster's Station House at Elrington was constructed as ///driver.knitted.
the stationmaster's house for the small railway dividers
house
station here. This was constructed as part of the
Hexham and Allendale Railway.

Toll Cottage

Langley

Toll house

A post medieval toll house, adjacent to
Langley Castle.

Former
Wesleyan
Chapel at
Langley

Langley

Village hall

This former chapel is now a village hall. It was
///quits.dusts.lunges
built in 1849 and a schoolroom added in 1877.
The original chapel is rectangular in plan and
built of stone with Welsh slate roofs. Inside,
none of the original fittings seem to have
survived. However, the schoolroom part has an
interesting ceramic fireplace (probably made
locally) but this may have been added after the
chapel went out of use. The Wesleyan
Methodists began holding services in this area
at Stublick in the early 1830s. The 1877 addition
of the schoolroom cost £100. The chapel seems
to have been abandoned early in the 20th
century when it became Douglas Cottage, and
then the Barony offices; since 1954 it has served
as the village hall.

Cast iron
Haydon
roadside water Bridge
pump housing

Water pump

North Bank, north east of Heugh House Lane.

///fattening.words.
commented

Roadside stone Haydon
water troughs Bridge
and water
pump housing

Water pump
and water
troughs

Cast iron water pump housing and stone water
troughs to south side of Smiths Terrace,
Whittis Hill.

///thrillers.
handbags.
menswear
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Structure/site Location
Water tank,
Chesterwood

Type of site

Chesterwood Water tank

Description

w3w address

Grange Pressure Maintaining Tank for the
Haydon Bridge Water Works constructed in
1910 by Taylor Wallin & Taylor Engineers of
Newcastle upon Tyne.

///fatherly.technical.
copying

Roadside
Haydon
recessed stone Bridge
water trough

Water trough

Small water trough recessed into large stone
wall to east side of North Bank.

///amphibian.
agrees.seaside

Roadside
stone water
troughs

Water troughs

Stone water troughs at West Mill Hills Farm.

///purist.petty.
roadshow

Water wheel

A former watermill which was powered by water ///flopping.
supplied from a gathering pond up the hillside. streamers.stir
The wheel was used to drive a thresher and a
crushing mill as well as a milking machine
during World War II (1939-45). Repairs are
known to have been carried out in 1930.

Haydon
Bridge

Bush Farm Mill Haydon
and
Bridge
farmbuildings
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